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Abstract

The world appears to be facing imminent peril, as countries are not doing enough to keep the Earth’s temperature from rising to catastrophic levels and various attempts at international cooperation have failed. Why is this problem so intractable? Can we expect an 11th-hour solution? Will some countries, or even all, succumb on the equilibrium path? We address these questions through a model that features the possibility of climate catastrophe and emphasizes the role of international externalities that a country’s policies exert on other countries and intertemporal externalities that current generations exert on future generations. Within this setting, we explore the extent to which international agreements can mitigate the problem of climate change. Our analysis illuminates the role that international climate agreements can be expected to play in addressing climate change, and it points to important limitations on what such agreements can achieve, even under the best of circumstances.
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“Many perceive global warming as a sort of moral and economic debt, accumulated since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution and now come due after several centuries. In fact, ... [t]he story of the industrial world’s kamikaze mission is the story of a single lifetime – the planet brought from seeming stability to the brink of catastrophe in the years between a baptism or bar mitzvah and a funeral.”


1. Introduction

The world appears to be facing imminent peril from climate change. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the costs of climate change will begin to rise to catastrophic levels if warming is allowed to surpass 1.5 degrees Celsius, and countries are not doing enough to keep the Earth’s temperature from rising beyond this level: by many accounts the world is on track to warm by almost 3 degrees Celsius by the end of the century.¹ Yet according to one estimate (Jenkins, 2014), most Americans would be unwilling to pay more than $200 a year in support of energy-conserving policies, an amount that is “woefully short of the investment required to keep warming under catastrophic rates” (Zaki, 2019).² And various attempts at international cooperation, such as the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change, have also fallen short. Why is this problem so intractable? Can we expect an 11th-hour solution? Will some countries, or even all, succumb on the equilibrium path?

In this paper we address these questions through a formal model that features the possibility of climate catastrophe and emphasizes two critical issues with which efforts to address climate change must contend: the international externalities that a country’s policies exert on other countries, and the intertemporal externalities that current generations exert on future generations. We explore the problems that arise when countries act noncooperatively in this setting, and the extent to which international climate agreements can mitigate these problems.

Previous research has highlighted two challenges that a climate agreement must meet, relating to country participation and enforcement.³ In this paper we abstract from these well-studied

¹See, for example, the assessment by Climate Action Tracker at https://climateactiontracker.org/.
²And arguably, the policies chosen by U.S. administrations have fallen short of even this low level of the willingness of Americans to pay for such policies.
challenges, and focus instead on a limitation that has not been emphasized in the formal literature on climate agreements. This limitation arises from the fact that it is not possible for a climate agreement to include future generations in the bargain alongside current generations. Hence, while a climate agreement can in principle address the “horizontal” externalities that arise from the international aspects of emissions choices, it cannot address the “vertical” externalities exerted by a generation’s emissions choices on future generations, nor can it address the “diagonal” externalities exerted by a country’s current climate policy on future generations in other countries. A key objective of our analysis is to examine the consequences of this limitation of climate agreements in a world where catastrophic outcomes are possible.

We work with a model world economy in which the successive generations of each country make their consumption decisions either unilaterally or within the context of an international climate agreement (ICA), and where utility is derived from consumption and from the quality of the environment. These two dimensions of utility are in tension, as consumption generates carbon emissions, which add to the global carbon stock and degrade the quality of the environment through a warming climate. This tension defines the fundamental tradeoff faced by each generation. In our core analysis we focus on a world without intergenerational altruism, and then later introduce the possibility that each generation cares about its offspring.

When born, a generation inherits the global carbon stock that was determined by the cumulative consumption decisions of the previous generations. As the carbon stock rises, the climate warms and the utility derived by the current generation from the quality of the environment falls commensurately, at least for moderate levels of warming. But if the carbon stock gets too high, the implications are catastrophic: the generation alive at the brink faces the prospect that life could go from livable to essentially unlivable in their lifetime.

We consider two possibilities for climate catastrophes. In our common-brink model, all countries are brought to the brink of climate catastrophe at the same moment, when the global carbon stock reaches a critical level. In our heterogeneous-brink model, more vulnerable countries reach the brink first. As we demonstrate, these two possibilities carry starkly different implications for outcomes along the equilibrium path and for the potential role of an ICA.

We begin with an analysis of the common-brink setting. In the absence of an ICA, we show that the equilibrium path in this setting exhibits an initial warming phase, during which each country’s emissions are constant at a “Business-As-Usual” (BAU) level. During this phase, the climate externalities imposed by the emissions choices of a given generation in a given country
on all other countries and on future generations everywhere are left unaddressed, the global stock of carbon rises suboptimally fast, and the implied degradation of the environment erodes the utility of each successive generation, until the world is brought to the brink of catastrophe. Once the brink is reached, however, the brink generation overcomes all of these externalities and averts catastrophe with an 11th hour solution that has each country doing its part to halt further climate change. The solution involves reduced worldwide emissions levels that keep the carbon stock constant given the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration and remain at that level for all generations thereafter, and it implies a discrete drop in utility for the brink generation and all future generations. The reason for this 11th hour noncooperative solution is that, while earlier generations face rising costs of global warming as their emissions contribute to a growing global stock of carbon, it is only the brink generation that faces the catastrophic implications of continuing the emissions practices of the past. And in the face of this clear and present danger, the nature of the game is fundamentally altered, with the result that the brink generation “does whatever it takes” in the noncooperative equilibrium to avoid catastrophe.

The noncooperative equilibrium of our common-brink model therefore delivers a good news/bad news message: the good news is that, while it takes a crisis to shake the world from business-as-usual behavior, when the crisis arrives the world will find a way to save itself from going over the brink; the bad news is that the world that is saved on the brink is not likely to be a nice world in which to live, both because the climate at the brink of catastrophe may be very unpleasant, and because the generation that comes of age at the brink and all future generations must accept a discrete drop in consumption and utility relative to previous generations in order prevent the climate from worsening further and resulting in global annihilation. Hence, the brink generation, once born, has an especially strong reason to regret that previous generations did not do more to address climate change.

We next ask: What is the role for an ICA to improve over the noncooperative equilibrium in our common-brink setting? One point is immediately clear: it is not the desire to avert a climate catastrophe that generates a role for an ICA, because once the catastrophe is at hand countries have sufficient incentives to avoid catastrophe even without an ICA. Rather, we argue that the only way that an ICA can improve over the noncooperative outcome in this setting is to internalize the international climate externalities during the warming phase, and thereby reduce the global carbon stock and improve the quality of the environment during this phase, and postpone – possibly forever – the world’s arrival at the brink.
A remaining question is how the outcome achieved by an ICA compares with the outcome that would be implemented by a global social planner. While the ICA negotiated by each generation in effect picks an extreme point on the Pareto frontier that places zero weight on the utility of future generations directly, we focus on the possibility that the global social planner might instead place strictly positive weight on future generations directly, and hence takes into account not only the horizontal but also the vertical and diagonal climate externalities. We show that, while an ICA slows down the growth of the carbon stock relative to the noncooperative outcome, it does not do so enough relative to the choices of the global social planner. This leads to three possible scenarios, depending on the severity of the constraint imposed by the catastrophe threshold. If this constraint is sufficiently mild, the ICA will prevent the world from reaching the brink of catastrophe, but the steady-state carbon stock is still too large relative to the social planner outcome; if the constraint is sufficiently severe, the brink will be reached both under the ICA and the social planner, but it is reached at an earlier date under the ICA; and in between these two cases, the world reaches the brink of catastrophe under the ICA but not under the choices of the social planner. It is when the carbon stock constraint lies in this third, intermediate, range that the inability of the ICA to take into account directly the interests of future generations has its most profound impact: while a global social planner would keep the world from ever arriving at the brink of climate catastrophe, an ICA will at best only postpone the arrival at the brink, and when that day arrives, the brink generation and all generations thereafter will suffer a discrete drop in welfare.

We then turn to the heterogeneous-brink setting, where countries face catastrophe at different levels of the global carbon stock. We assume that if a country were to collapse, its citizens would become climate refugees and suffer a utility cost themselves while also imposing “refugee externality costs” on the remaining countries who receive them. Along the noncooperative path the world may now pass through three possible phases: a warming phase, where warming takes place but no catastrophes occur; a catastrophe phase, where warming continues and a sequence of countries collapse; and a third phase where warming and catastrophes are brought to a halt. The first and third phases are familiar from the common-brink model; the possibility of a middle phase in which some countries collapse along the noncooperative path is novel to the heterogeneous-brink model. We show that under mild conditions the world will indeed traverse through all three phases of climate change along the equilibrium noncooperative path – and some of the most vulnerable countries will collapse.
The heterogeneous-brink model provides an illuminating counterpoint to our common-brink model, where once the world reaches the brink countries do whatever is necessary to avoid global collapse. Relative to that setting, the difference is that each country now has its own brink generation, who faces the existential climate crisis alone and up against the other countries in the world, who have no reason in the noncooperative equilibrium to internalize the impact of their emissions choices on the fate of the brink country beyond the possible climate refugee costs that they may incur should the country collapse. It is also notable that, with heterogeneous collapse points, it is entirely possible that some countries will continue to enjoy a reasonable standard of living once the global carbon stock has stabilized while others have suffered climate collapse, bringing into high relief the potential unevenness of the impacts of climate change across those countries who, due to attributes of geography and/or socioeconomic position, are more or less fortunate. And even small differences across countries can lead to country collapse along the equilibrium path: unless the brink generation of each country arrives at the same moment, the “we are all in this together” forces that enabled the world to avoid collapse in the noncooperative equilibrium of our common-brink model will be disrupted. As we demonstrate, climate refugee externalities will bring back an element of these forces, albeit only partially.

We then revisit the potential role for ICAs, but now in the setting where the catastrophe point differs across countries. We find that the ICA may or may not save a country that would collapse in the noncooperative scenario, but no country will be allowed to collapse under the ICA that would not have collapsed in the absence of the ICA. And we find that, as a result of its inability to take into account directly the interests of future generations, the ICA may allow a range of the most vulnerable countries to collapse when a global social planner would not allow this to happen. We show that these findings hold even in a world where countries can make unlimited international transfers, and that when such transfers are limited by a country’s resource constraints the prospects for small, vulnerable countries such as the Maldives becomes even more bleak.

Overall, the conclusions from our core analysis are sobering. Even abstracting from issues of free-riding in participation and compliance, our model suggests that ICAs can play only a limited role in addressing the most pressing challenges of global warming. If countries face a common threshold of catastrophe, the ICA has a potential role to play only during the warming phase, by internalizing the horizontal climate externalities and slowing the world’s march to the brink, but it falls short of achieving the outcome of a global social planner, which requires
the world to move even more slowly toward the brink and possibly avoid the brink altogether. And the ICA has no role to play in saving the world from collapse, because once the brink of catastrophe is reached countries have sufficient incentives to avoid catastrophe even without an ICA. If the catastrophe threshold varies across countries, the role of an ICA is potentially more expansive, because it may save some of the most vulnerable countries from collapse, but its limitations relative to the global social planner are potentially more devastating, because it may not save enough countries from collapse.

Relative to the existing literature on ICAs, the main contribution of our paper is to analyze the joint implications of international and intergenerational externalities in a world with the potential for catastrophic effects of climate change. We are not aware of any formal analysis that considers the interaction between these fundamental ingredients.

There is an emerging literature that considers optimal environmental policy in the face of climate catastrophe. Prominent examples include Barrett (2013), Lemoine and Rudik (2017) and Besley and Dixit (2019). Of these papers, only Barrett (2013) considers the role of ICAs, but his model is effectively static and does not consider intergenerational issues that we emphasize here. A key point in his paper is that, if the level of the carbon stock that triggers a catastrophe is known with certainty, there exists a noncooperative equilibrium in which no catastrophe occurs, and hence the only possible role for an ICA is to help countries coordinate on the “good” equilibrium – a point that is consistent with our common-brink model.

The paper of John and Pecchenino (1997) is also related. Like ours, their paper considers both international and intergenerational environmental externalities, but their paper does not consider the possibility of catastrophes. Instead, the central message of their paper is that cooperation between countries at a point in time may be harmful to future generations. This is because there are two international externalities in their model: one stemming from cross-border pollution, and one related to environment-enhancing investments. Internalizing the pollution externality benefits future generations (an effect that is present also in our model), but international cooperation on the investment dimension increases the efficiency of resource allocation.

---

4See also Brander and Taylor (1998), who consider catastrophes in a model that links population dynamics with renewable resource dynamics but does not feature intergenerational or international externalities.

5Barrett (2013) also argues that if the catastrophic threshold is uncertain, there is a unique Nash equilibrium that can lead to catastrophe, and an ICA can achieve a Pareto improvement over that equilibrium and reduce the probability of catastrophe. He also emphasizes that, while in the absence of uncertainty the only role of an ICA is to help countries coordinate on the efficient equilibrium without catastrophe, in the setting with uncertainty the ICA has to overcome enforcement and participation issues, just as in models without catastrophes. We discuss how our results can incorporate uncertainty over the brink point in the Conclusion.
allocation and hence increases consumption, which tends to degrade the environment.

Our paper is also related to the literature on the dynamics of ICAs, which includes Dutta and Radner (2004), Harstad (2012, 2020, 2021) and Battaglini and Harstad (2016). These papers focus on aspects of ICAs that are very different from the ones we emphasize in this paper, and they do not consider issues of intergenerational externalities or the possibility of catastrophes. In particular, Harstad (2012) and Battaglini and Harstad (2016) focus on issues of free-riding and participation in ICAs when countries can make irreversible investments in green technology that cannot be contracted upon, and Harstad (2020) takes this approach one step further by considering the implications of alternative bargaining procedures. Finally, Harstad (2021) focuses on the desirability of issue linkage through a trade agreement whose commitments are made contingent on forest conservation measures.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets out our common-brink model and characterizes the noncooperative emissions choices, as well as those under an ICA and the choices of a global social planner. Section 3 contains the parallel analysis for our heterogeneous-brink model. Section 4 allows for the possibility of intergenerational altruism in our analysis. Finally, section 5 concludes with a brief discussion of a number of further extensions to our core models. An Appendix provides proofs not contained in the body of the paper.

2. Basic Model

2.1. Economic structure

We consider a world of \( M \) countries. Each country is identical, with a population of identical citizens that we normalize to one.\(^7\) Time is discrete and indexed by \( t \in \{0, 1, \ldots, \infty\} \). We adopt a “successive generations” setting (see Fahri and Werning, 2007), where the citizen in each country lives for one period and is replaced by a single descendant in the next period. We allow each parent to be altruistic toward its only child, and the utility of a representative country’s generation \( t \) is given by

\[
\tilde{u}_t = u_t + \beta \tilde{u}_{t+1}
\]

\(^6\)For earlier analyses of ICAs that focus on issues of participation and enforcement, see for example Barrett (1994), Carraro and Siniscalco (1993) and Kolstad and Toman (2005).

\(^7\)An identical-country assumption makes it natural to focus on symmetric equilibria of our model in which emissions choices and utility are the same across all countries of the world, allowing us to abstract in this section from the possible use of international transfers by a global social planner or in an international climate agreement. In the next section we allow countries to reach a catastrophe at different levels of the global carbon stock, and consider there the role of international transfers.
where $u_t$ is material utility and the parameter $\beta \geq 0$ captures the degree of intergenerational altruism.\textsuperscript{8} In this setting, utility can be equivalently represented with the dynastic utility function

$$\bar{u}_t = \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} \beta^s u_{t+s}. \hspace{1cm} (2.1)$$

Material utility $u_t$ is derived from consumption and from the quality of the environment. But these two dimensions of utility are in tension, as consumption generates carbon emissions, which add to the global carbon stock and degrade the quality of the environment through a warming climate. This tension defines the fundamental tradeoff faced by each generation.

To highlight this tradeoff, we abstract from trading relations between countries, so that we can focus on their interactions mediated through the global carbon stock.\textsuperscript{9} And we adopt a reduced form approach to modeling the consumption benefits of emissions, by specifying the benefits directly as a function of emissions rather than the underlying consumption choices that generate the emissions. In particular, we use the increasing and concave function $B(c_t)$ to denote these benefits, where $c_t \geq 0$ is the level of carbon emissions of a representative country’s generation $t$.\textsuperscript{10} We therefore treat $c_t$ itself as the choice variable of a country, with the understanding that lower emissions mean lower consumption.\textsuperscript{11} We have in mind that each government then implements its chosen $c_t$ with an appropriate climate policy (e.g., carbon tax).

While a country’s own period-$t$ emissions generate consumption benefits for its generation $t$, these emissions also contribute to the global stock of carbon in the atmosphere. We denote by $C_t$ the global carbon stock in period $t$.\textsuperscript{12} The evolution of this stock through time depends

\textsuperscript{8}To ease notation and in light of our identical-country assumption, here and throughout this section we omit country subscripts and instead present variables in terms of a representative country. In the background of course, each country makes its own choices, which turn out to be identical given that the countries are assumed to have identical attributes.

\textsuperscript{9}We briefly consider the implications of trade in the Conclusion.

\textsuperscript{10}Our restriction that $c_t \geq 0$ reflects the possibility of zero (net) emissions through carbon capture and other mitigation efforts. By this logic we could impose $c_t \geq c_{\min}$ where $c_{\min}$ could be strictly positive or even strictly negative, but in our formal analysis it is convenient to abstract from these possibilities and equate the emissions generated by a country’s best mitigation efforts with its emissions were it to collapse.

\textsuperscript{11}Implicit in our specification of the reduced-form benefit function $B(c_t)$ is the assumption that there is a one-to-one mapping between a country’s emissions and its utility from consumption, and hence that the stock of carbon does not itself impact this mapping (e.g., by impacting a country’s productivity associated with any level of emissions). In principle we could allow for such an impact with an alternative benefit function $B(c_t, C_t)$ where $C_t$ shifts down (or up) the benefit function for a given level of emissions. If it were allowed that $B_{c_t C_t} \neq 0$ then this would complicate the paths of emissions that we derive below, but we do not believe that it would generate interesting qualitative differences in the results we emphasize, and so we opt for the tractability of our simpler modeling assumption.

\textsuperscript{12}More accurately, $C_t$ can be thought of as the atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration, an increase in which leads to
on the depreciation rate of the stock and on the level of emissions $c_t$, according to

$$C_t = (1 - \rho)C_{t-1} + Mc_t, \text{ with } C_{-1} = 0. \quad (2.2)$$

The parameter $\rho \in [0, 1)$ reflects the natural rate of atmospheric “regeneration”: if $\rho = 1$, by the beginning of the current period the previous period’s stock of carbon is gone; if $\rho = 0$, the current period inherits the full stock of carbon from the previous period. As will become clear just below, the relationship in (2.2) implies that each generation feels the impact of its own emissions (because these emissions add to the carbon stock in the current period).\textsuperscript{13}

We assume that increases in the global carbon stock degrade the environment and lead to losses in material welfare. We assume that these losses rise linearly with the global carbon stock $C$ according to the parameter $\lambda > 0$, and jump to infinity if $C$ exceeds a catastrophic level $\tilde{C}$. We have in mind that moderate degrees of global warming lead to moderate costs.\textsuperscript{14} But past a certain critical level, a rising carbon stock leads to a level of global warming that would trigger the collapse of civilization.\textsuperscript{15} In the next section we will allow the level of the carbon stock that would be catastrophic to differ by country, but in this section we assume that it is common to all countries, and we will sometimes refer to this model as the “common-brink model.” Finally, the catastrophic level $\tilde{C}$ is assumed known with certainty.\textsuperscript{16}

Collecting these assumptions, we may write the material utility of a representative country’s generation $t$ as

$$u_t = \begin{cases} B(c_t) - \lambda C_t & \text{if } C_t \leq \tilde{C} \\ -\infty & \text{if } C_t > \tilde{C}. \end{cases} \quad (2.3)$$

Our model highlights two externalities that arise in the context of climate change. One externality is international: with $M > 1$ countries, the emissions of a country’s generation $t$ contribute to the global stock of period-$t$ carbon, which impacts the material utility of generation-$t$ carbon.\textsuperscript{9}

\textsuperscript{13}Given that a period corresponds to a generation in our model, this feature seems broadly realistic, as existing estimates put the time it takes for current carbon emissions to translate into higher global temperatures at between 10 and 40 years (see, for example, Pindyck, 2020, who also reports an estimate of the dissipation rate $\rho$ on the order of 0.0035 per year).

\textsuperscript{14}Our main points would not be affected if we allowed some countries to gain from moderate warming.

\textsuperscript{15}For Venus-like levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide this would clearly be true, but as will become clear below the relevant question here is whether BAU emissions levels would bring the world to a threshold level of carbon that would trigger collapse. While the precise meaning of “collapse” is open to interpretation, we do not require that the cost of collapse is infinite, only that it is sufficiently high, and on that basis we believe that the assumption we introduce below – that BAU emissions levels would indeed bring collapse in finite time – is warranted.

\textsuperscript{16}We discuss the more realistic possibility that $\tilde{C}$ is uncertain in the Conclusion.
in all other countries. The other externality is intergenerational: the emissions of a country’s generation \( t \) affect the material utility of all subsequent generations \( t + 1 \) and beyond in that country. Moreover, these “horizontal” (international) and “vertical” (intergenerational) externalities interact to produce additional “diagonal” externalities: the emissions of one country’s generation \( t \) impact the utility of future generations in all other countries.

Below we will characterize three scenarios where these externalities are addressed to varying degrees. In the noncooperative equilibrium that arises if countries choose emissions levels in the absence of any agreements, neither the horizontal nor the vertical or diagonal externalities are addressed, in the sense that each country’s emissions choices impose costs on other countries and on future generations that those parties did not agree to incur. In the ICA equilibrium that arises if international agreements are available, we will argue below that only the horizontal externalities can be addressed, not the vertical or diagonal externalities: as future generations cannot sit at the table while the ICA is negotiated, even in the presence of intergenerational altruism the ICA’s emissions choices will inevitably impose costs on future generations in all countries that those parties did not agree to incur.

And third, we will consider as a benchmark the outcome that a global social planner would implement beginning at time \( t = 0 \) to maximize a social welfare function. For our characterization of the social planner’s choice, we assume, reflecting the symmetry across countries in our model setup, that within any generation the planner seeks to maximize the utility of a representative country; that the planner puts positive weights on future generations directly, not just indirectly through the intergenerational altruism of the initial generation; and that intergenerational lump-sum transfers are unavailable, leaving emissions levels (and possibly international lump-sum transfers) as the planner’s only choice variable. As the planner’s Pareto weights on each generation can be interpreted as the weight given to each generation in an efficient bargaining solution over emissions levels, the solution to our planner’s problem can be said to address all of the externalities – horizontal, vertical and diagonal – since under this interpretation there are no costs of emissions incurred by any party that the party did not “agree” to.

In particular, to characterize the global social planner’s choices we follow Fahri and Werning
(2007) in postulating the following planner objective:\textsuperscript{17}

\[
W = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t u_t
\]  

(2.4)

where \( \hat{\beta} \) is the planner’s discount factor. Notice that regardless of the degree of intergenerational altruism displayed by each generation, there will be a discrete wedge between the social and private discount factor (\( \hat{\beta} - \beta \)) as long as the planner puts strictly positive weights on future generations directly, hence we have \( \hat{\beta} > \beta \). Moreover, in general this wedge need not decrease as \( \beta \) rises. For example, in a two-period setting with \( \alpha \) the Pareto weight placed by the planner on the second generation, we would have \( \hat{\beta} = \beta + \alpha \). Notice also that in principle \( \hat{\beta} \) could be greater than one, but to avoid the complications that would arise if this were the case we assume for simplicity that \( \hat{\beta} < 1 \).\textsuperscript{18}

Since the presence of intergenerational externalities is one of the more novel features of our model, it is worth pausing to clarify the nature of the deviation from the social planner’s choice that is created when this externality is not internalized. To this end, suppose for a moment that there is only one country (so no horizontal externality for an ICA to address) and no intergenerational altruism (\( \beta = 0 \)). In this case, when generation \( t \) chooses emissions to maximize its utility, it ignores the impact of these emissions on future generations and simply maximizes its own material utility. A planner who puts positive weight on each generation (\( \hat{\beta} > 0 \)) would modify the choices of generation \( t \) and redistribute utility from generation \( t \) to subsequent generations. Importantly, the same logic applies also in the presence of altruism (\( \beta > 0 \)), because as noted above, if the social welfare function puts direct weight on future generations the wedge between the social and private discount factors (\( \hat{\beta} - \beta \)) need not decrease as \( \beta \) rises. Notice, though, that the described internalization of the intergenerational externality that the social planner orchestrates in this case does not mark a Pareto improvement, but rather a movement along the efficiency frontier, shifting surplus from generation \( t \) to later generations.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{17}See also Caplin and Leahy (2004), Feng and Ke (2018), and Millner and Heal (2021).

\textsuperscript{18}In the case where \( \hat{\beta} \geq 1 \), the infinite sum in (2.4) does not converge, so we would have to assume a finite horizon.

\textsuperscript{19}In a static setting, an analogous scenario would be a world with two countries where there exists a one-way policy externality, meaning that one of the countries chooses a policy which has an externality on the other country, and where international lump-sum transfers are not possible. In such a scenario, the noncooperative policy choice would lead to the point on the Pareto frontier that maximizes the utility of the country choosing the policy, and a global planner who puts positive weight on both countries would choose a different point on the frontier, thus redistributing utility from the country choosing the policy to the other country.
For this reason, when comparing the noncooperative outcome to the ICA outcome – where only the current generation is given positive weight and only horizontal externalities are addressed – and to the social planner outcome – where strictly positive weight is also placed directly on future generations and where horizontal, vertical and diagonal externalities are all addressed – we will avoid referring to the social planner outcome as the sole benchmark for efficiency. Rather, we will instead treat these comparisons as what they are, namely, comparisons of the noncooperative outcome to two distinct points on the Pareto frontier, albeit with the ICA outcome corresponding to an extreme point on this frontier. Likewise, when we compare the ICA outcome to the social planner outcome, it should be kept in mind that we are comparing two outcomes that, while differing in their treatment of future generations, are nevertheless both efficient in the Pareto sense.

Finally, before turning to the analysis we can make a simple preliminary point: the impacts associated with horizontal and vertical externalities reinforce each other. This can be seen most clearly by focusing on a special and simple case of our model, in which there is no catastrophe point ($\tilde{C} = \infty$), no atmospheric regeneration ($\rho = 0$) and no intergenerational altruism ($\beta = 0$); and by comparing the noncooperative emissions choices to those chosen by the social planner. In this case it is straightforward to show and intuitive that in the noncooperative equilibrium each country’s generation $t$ would choose a level of emissions to satisfy $B'(c_t) = \lambda$ (assuming interior solutions), while the emissions levels chosen by the planner for each country’s generation $t$ satisfy $B'(c_t) = \frac{M}{1-\beta} \lambda$. The overall wedge between the planner’s emissions choices and noncooperative emissions choices is summarized by $\frac{M}{1-\beta} > 1$, which implies excessive emissions in the noncooperative equilibrium relative to the planner’s outcome. The wedge has two components: $M > 1$ reflects the degree to which the international externality contributes to excessive emissions in the noncooperative equilibrium, because noncooperative choices do not account appropriately for the environmental costs of a country’s emissions that are imposed on other countries; and $\frac{1}{1-\beta} > 1$ reflects the degree to which the intergenerational externality contributes to excessive emissions in the noncooperative equilibrium, because noncooperative choices do not account for the environmental costs of a country’s emissions that are imposed on future generations. The two externalities enter multiplicatively into this wedge, so they reinforce each other. Intuitively, this is a consequence of the above-mentioned fact that there are not only “horizontal” and “vertical” externalities, but also “diagonal” externalities.

The special case of our model described just above is useful for highlighting in simple terms
the impacts of the externalities that arise in our model. But it is also useful as a benchmark to illustrate the critical role that the catastrophe point ($\tilde{C}$ finite) plays in our analysis of climate policy. In the absence of a catastrophe point, the social planner and noncooperative emissions profiles are straightforward, as we have just observed, as is the emissions profile under an ICA. But as we establish below, the existence of a catastrophe point introduces fundamental changes to these emissions profiles, both along the path to the catastrophe and once the brink of catastrophe is reached, and it changes the possible role of an ICA as well.

The importance of a catastrophe point for understanding the policy challenges posed by climate change is one of the central messages of our paper. To deliver this message, we henceforth focus on the case in which $\tilde{C}$ is finite. We will proceed by focusing for now on a world without intergenerational altruism ($\beta = 0$); in section 4 we consider as well the possibility that $\beta > 0$ and show how our results extend in the presence of intergenerational altruism. Notice from (2.1) that with $\beta = 0$ there is no distinction between utility ($\tilde{u}_t$) and material utility ($u_t$), and for this reason we will simply refer to “utility” and use the notation $u_t$ until we reintroduce intergenerational altruism in section 4.

2.2. Noncooperative Equilibrium

We begin our analysis by characterizing the noncooperative emissions choices. We will focus on Markov perfect equilibria. As we noted above, we assume $\beta = 0$ for now, so that there is no intergenerational altruism. Given $\beta = 0$, countries are effectively myopic. This implies that the noncooperative equilibrium in general has two phases.

The first phase is a “warming phase,” during which the emissions of each country’s generation $t$ is constant at the level $\tilde{c}^N$ defined by $B'(\tilde{c}^N) = \lambda$, where the marginal benefit to each country of the last unit of carbon that it emits is equal to the marginal loss of utility that it suffers as this unit of carbon is added to the global carbon stock, implying

$$\tilde{c}^N = B^{t-1}(\lambda).$$

(2.5)

As is intuitive, (2.5) implies that $\tilde{c}^N$ is decreasing in $\lambda$, the marginal cost in terms of own utility associated with another unit of carbon emissions. We can think of $\tilde{c}^N$ as corresponding to “Business-As-Usual” (BAU) emissions levels. During the warming phase associated with these choices, the global stock of carbon grows according to

$$C^N_t = (1 - \rho)C^N_{t-1} + M\tilde{c}^N, \text{ with } C^N_{-1} = 0$$

(2.6)
and as the global carbon stock \( C_t^N \) grows and the cost of climate change mounts, the utility of each successive generation in every country declines according to
\[
 u_t^N = B(c^N) - \lambda C_t^N.
\] (2.7)

If the warming phase went on forever, (2.6) implies that the global carbon stock would converge to the steady state level \( \frac{M}{\rho} B^t(\lambda) \equiv C^N \). And if the catastrophe level of the global carbon stock, \( \tilde{C} \), were greater than \( C^N \), then BAU emissions could indeed go on forever without triggering a climate catastrophe. But the view of the majority of climate scientists is that a climate catastrophe will occur in finite time, perhaps by the end of this century, if the world stays on a BAU emissions path (see, for example, the recent reports of the IPCC). In the language of our model this view translates into a statement that \( \tilde{C} \) lies below \( C^N \). We therefore impose
\[
 \tilde{C} < C^N \tag{Assumption 1}
\]
which ensures that under BAU emissions the catastrophic level of the global climate stock would eventually be breached.

The second phase of the noncooperative equilibrium kicks in when \( C_t^N \) reaches the brink of catastrophe \( \tilde{C} \). This occurs for the “brink generation” \( t = \tilde{t}^N \) where, ignoring integer constraints, \( \tilde{t}^N \) is defined using (2.6) by \( C_{\tilde{t}^N}^N = \tilde{C} \). In effect, \( \tilde{t}^N \) represents the point in time where, in a single generation, life under BAU emissions would go from livable to unlivable.

If the brink generation \( \tilde{t}^N \) is to avoid the collapse of civilization, it must end the warming phase with an “11th-hour solution” that brings climate change to a halt. Indeed it is easy to see that if it is feasible to do so, then at any equilibrium in undominated strategies, \( C_t^N \) remains at \( \tilde{C} \) for \( t = \tilde{t}^N \) and also for all subsequent generations.\(^{20}\) Focussing on the symmetric equilibrium where all countries adopt the same level of emissions, for generations \( t \geq \tilde{t}^N \) noncooperative emissions will fall to the replacement level dictated by the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration given by
\[
c_t = \frac{\rho \tilde{C}}{M} = \tilde{c}^N \tag{2.8}
\]
where \( \tilde{c}^N < \tilde{c}^N \) is implied by Assumption 1. With \( c_t = \tilde{c}^N \) for generations \( t \geq \tilde{t}^N \), the world remains on – but does not go over – the brink of catastrophe, so the collapse of civilization is

\(^{20}\)There are also equilibria where the world collapses, because if other countries choose very high emission levels, an individual country is indifferent over its own emission levels, so it is an equilibrium for all countries to choose very high emission levels. But it is easy to see that such equilibria are in weakly dominated strategies: starting from such an equilibrium, a country can weakly improve its payoff by lowering its emissions.
avoided. To confirm that \( \hat{c}^N \) is indeed the symmetric noncooperative equilibrium emissions level for generations \( t \geq \tilde{t}^N \), we need only note that unilateral deviation to an emissions level higher than \( \hat{c}^N \) would trigger climate catastrophe and infinite loss, while deviation to a lower emissions level would not be desirable either given that \( \hat{c}^N < \bar{c}^N \). The utility of each generation \( t \geq \tilde{t}^N \) during this second phase of the noncooperative equilibrium is then constant and given by

\[
\hat{u}_t^N = B(\hat{c}^N) - \lambda \tilde{C}.
\]  

We may conclude that the noncooperative emissions path for each country is given by

\[
\hat{c}_t^N = \begin{cases} 
\hat{c}^N & \text{for } t < \tilde{t}^N \\
\hat{c}^N & \text{for } t \geq \tilde{t}^N.
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.10)

Combining (2.9) with (2.7) we then also have the path of noncooperative utility:

\[
\hat{u}_t^N = \begin{cases} 
B(\hat{c}^N) - \lambda C_t^N & \text{for } t < \tilde{t}^N \\
B(\hat{c}^N) - \lambda \tilde{C} & \text{for } t \geq \tilde{t}^N.
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.11)

Note that under the noncooperative equilibrium and according to (2.11), utility must fall discretely for the brink and all subsequent generations, due to the discrete reduction in global emissions implied by

\[
\hat{c}^N = \frac{\rho \tilde{C}}{M} < B^t-1(\lambda) = \bar{c}^N
\]  

that is required to prevent catastrophe once the world reaches the brink, where the inequality in (2.12) follows from Assumption 1 as we have noted. According to (2.11) and (2.12), in order to prevent the planet from warming further, the brink generation and all future generations accept a reduced level of consumption associated with \( \hat{c}^N \) that is further below the consumption level associated with \( \bar{c}^N \) enjoyed by previous generations the greater the number of countries \( M \), the smaller the regeneration capacity of the atmosphere \( \rho \) and level of carbon stock above which climate catastrophe occurs \( \tilde{C} \), and the lower the cost of moderate pre-catastrophe warming \( \lambda \).

Summarizing, we may now state:

\footnote{While we focus on the symmetric Nash equilibrium at the brink, there is also a continuum of asymmetric Nash equilibria, in which some countries cut their emissions levels below \( \hat{c}^N \) while others raise their emissions levels above \( \hat{c}^N \) and the sum of world-wide emissions remains at the level \( \rho \tilde{C} \) which holds the world at the brink. It is easy to see that these asymmetric Nash equilibria are inefficient given our symmetric-country setup, and so we take the symmetric Nash equilibrium as the natural focal point. As we will discuss below, in the event that, contrary to our assumption, countries coordinate on one of the asymmetric and inefficient Nash equilibria, a coordination role for an international climate agreement would then arise in which countries agree to the symmetric and efficient Nash emissions levels \( \hat{c}^N \) and then use international lump-sum transfers to distribute according to bargaining powers the surplus gains that result from eliminating the inefficiency.}
Proposition 1. The noncooperative equilibrium of the common-brink model exhibits an initial warming phase where each country’s emissions are constant at a “Business-As-Usual” level. During this phase, the global stock of carbon rises and the world is brought to the brink of catastrophe. Once the brink is reached, a catastrophe is avoided with an 11th hour solution that halts further climate change with reduced emissions that are set at the replacement level dictated by the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration and remain at that level for all generations thereafter, and which imply a discrete drop in utility for the brink generation and all future generations.

Notice an interesting feature of the noncooperative equilibrium described in Proposition 1: no generation up until the brink generation does anything to address the climate externalities that each generation is imposing on those of its generation residing in other countries and on future generations everywhere; and yet the brink generation overcomes all of these externalities and saves the world. The reason for this 11th hour noncooperative solution to the threat of global annihilation posed by climate change is that, while earlier generations face rising costs of global warming as their emissions contribute to a growing global stock of carbon, it is only the brink generation that faces the catastrophic implications of continuing the emissions practices of the past. And in the face of this potential catastrophe, the nature of the game is fundamentally altered, with the result that the brink generation “does whatever it takes” in the noncooperative equilibrium to avoid catastrophe.22

Hence, Proposition 1 describes a good news/bad news feature of the noncooperative equilibrium: the good news is that, while it takes a crisis to shake the world from business-as-usual behavior, when the crisis arrives the world will find a way to save itself from going over the brink; the bad news is that the world that is saved on the brink is not likely to be a nice world in which to live, both because the climate at the brink of catastrophe may be very unpleasant, and because the brink and all future generations must accept a discrete drop in consumption and utility in order prevent the climate from worsening further and resulting in annihilation.

22Barrett (2013) makes a related observation. He notes that the nature of the game can change if countries face a catastrophic loss function associated with climate change, but his observation is made within a static model and emphasizes the implications for the self-enforcement constraint in international climate agreements.
2.3. International Climate Agreements

We are now ready to consider what an ICA can achieve. Two important challenges that an ICA must meet relate to participation and enforcement. It is well known (see, for example, Barrett, 1994, Harstad, 2012, Nordhaus, 2015, Battaglini and Harstad, 2016 and Harstad, 2020) that ICAs create strong incentives for countries to free ride on the agreement, and that without some means of requiring participation the number of countries participating in an ICA is likely to be very small. And even among the willing participants, there is a serious question of how the commitments agreed to in the ICA can be enforced, given that the agreement must ultimately be self-enforcing and that retaliation using climate policy for this purpose is arguably ineffective (see, for example, Maggi, 2016 and Barrett and Dannenberg, 2018 on the possibility of linking trade agreements to climate agreements in this context). Together these challenges are understood to place important limitations on what an ICA can achieve.

Here we abstract from these well-studied limitations, and assume that the ICA attains full participation of all $M$ countries in the world, that the noncooperative equilibrium is the “threat point” for the negotiations over an ICA, and that any arrangements negotiated under the ICA are perfectly enforceable by an external enforcement mechanism. Under these ideal conditions, we ask what an ICA can accomplish. Our answer highlights an additional limitation that has not been emphasized in the formal literature on climate agreements. This limitation arises from the fact that it is not possible for an ICA to include future generations in the bargain alongside current generations. Hence, while an ICA can in principle address the horizontal externalities that arise from the international aspects of emissions choices and that create inefficiencies in the noncooperative outcomes, it cannot address the vertical and diagonal externalities that are associated with the intergenerational aspects of the climate problem. Our goal is to characterize what an ICA can achieve in the presence of this limitation, relative to the noncooperative outcome and relative to a global social planner who is not subject to this limitation.

Recalling that we are focusing for now on the case $\beta = 0$ so as to abstract from intergenerational altruism, for each generation $t$ we characterize the ICA emissions levels as those that

\[ \text{ICA emissions levels} \]

---

23 One could imagine that in principle an implicit contract of some kind between current and future generations might be available to internalize the intergenerational externalities. But recall that altruism itself cannot address this issue. Rather, for such a contract to be implemented, future generations would have to be able to punish current generations for any deviations from the contract, and current and future generations would need to find a way to coordinate on a particular equilibrium of this kind even though communication between them is impossible. We view these challenges as essentially insurmountable.
maximize welfare of generation $t$ in the representative country. Given our symmetric-country assumption, this is the natural ICA design to focus on, as it would emerge if countries bargain efficiently and have symmetric bargaining power.

Using (2.3), it is direct to confirm that, for as long as the catastrophe point $\tilde{C}$ is not hit, emissions levels under the ICA satisfy $B'(c_t) = M\lambda$ and are hence given by

$$\bar{c}^{ICA} = B^{-1}(M\lambda). \quad (2.13)$$

According to (2.13), in any period where the catastrophe point is not hit, each country’s emissions under the ICA will equate that country’s marginal utility from a small increase in emissions to the marginal environmental cost, taking into account the costs imposed on the current generation in all $M$ countries. Notice that (2.5) and (2.13) imply $\bar{c}^{ICA} < \bar{c}^N$, because under noncooperative choices each country internalizes the costs imposed on the current generation only in its own country. Finally, with emissions levels given by $\bar{c}^{ICA}$, as long as the brink of catastrophe is not hit the carbon stock under the ICA evolves according to

$$C_t^{ICA} = (1 - \rho)C_{t-1}^{ICA} + M\bar{c}^{ICA} \text{ with } C_{-1}^{ICA} = 0, \quad (2.14)$$

which defines a process of global warming in which the global carbon stock would eventually converge to the steady state level $\frac{M}{\rho}B^{-1}(M\lambda) \equiv C^{ICA}$.

Recall that under Assumption 1 the brink of climate catastrophe will be reached under the BAU emissions of the noncooperative equilibrium. Will the ICA keep the world from ever reaching the brink? The answer is yes, if and only if

$$\tilde{C} \geq C^{ICA}, \quad (2.15)$$

where note from their definitions that $C^{ICA} < C^N$ so both Assumption 1 and (2.15) will be satisfied if $\tilde{C} \in [C^{ICA}, C^N]$. Intuitively, if the catastrophe point of the global carbon stock, $\tilde{C}$, is high and sufficiently close to the steady state level of the global carbon stock under BAU emissions, $C^N$, then only a relatively small reduction in emissions from the BAU level would be required to keep the world from reaching the brink, and the ICA will indeed deliver the required reductions; and the threshold level of the carbon stock $C^{ICA}$ in (2.15) defines “sufficiently close” in this context.

On the other hand, if $\tilde{C}$ is below this threshold level and (2.15) is violated so that

$$\tilde{C} < C^{ICA}, \quad (2.16)$$
then under the ICA the brink of catastrophe will be reached in finite time, and the brink generation $\tilde{t}^{ICA}$ is determined from (2.14) as the period $\tilde{t}^{ICA}$ that satisfies $C^{ICA}_{\tilde{t}^{ICA}} = \tilde{C}$. Notice from (2.14) and (2.6) that $\tilde{t}^{ICA} > \tilde{t}^N$ is ensured by $\tilde{c}^{ICA} < \tilde{c}^N$, so the ICA postpones the arrival of the brink generation when (2.16) is satisfied even though it does not avoid the brink completely in this case.

If (2.16) is satisfied, what happens under the ICA when the world reaches the brink? This might seem to be when the ICA can play its most important role, by ensuring the very survival of civilization. And clearly, given the utility function in (2.3), the ICA will not let the world go over the brink. But recall that neither would countries go over the brink in the noncooperative equilibrium. In fact, far from marking the moment when achieving international cooperation under an ICA becomes indispensable, for $t \geq \tilde{t}^{ICA}$ the ICA becomes redundant, because from that point forward the ICA can do no better than to replicate the noncooperative emissions choices $\tilde{c}^N$.

Hence, $\tilde{t}^{ICA}$ marks the end of the useful life of the ICA, and $\tilde{t}^{ICA}$ is finite in the case when (2.16) is satisfied; and notably, in neither of the two cases we have described above does the ICA play a role in helping the world avoid climate catastrophe, for the simple reason that countries will avoid climate catastrophe in the noncooperative equilibrium in any event and hence have no need for an ICA to serve this purpose.\footnote{Recall that for $t \geq \tilde{t}^N$ we have focussed on the symmetric equilibrium of the noncooperative game in which countries adopt the efficient assignment of emissions. If in the noncooperative game countries coordinated on an inefficient equilibrium for $t \geq \tilde{t}^N$ then the ICA would have a role to play for $t \geq \tilde{t}^{ICA}$, allowing countries to exchange emissions cuts for transfers and hence achieve a Pareto improvement by moving to the efficient equilibrium (see also note 21). In this case the ICA would have a continuing role in enhancing the efficiency properties of the emissions cuts required for survival, but the ICA would still play no role in helping the world avoid a climate catastrophe.}

Finally, letting $c^{ICA}_t$ denote the path of emissions under the ICA, we can describe emissions succinctly under both (2.15) and (2.16) with

$$c^{ICA}_t = \begin{cases} \tilde{c}^{ICA} & \text{for } t < \tilde{t}^{ICA} \\ \tilde{c}^N & \text{for } t \geq \tilde{t}^{ICA} \end{cases}$$

(2.17)

where $\tilde{t}^{ICA}$ is finite if and only if (2.16) is satisfied. Utility under the ICA is then given by

$$u^{ICA}_t = \begin{cases} B(\tilde{c}^{ICA}) - \lambda C^{ICA}_t & \text{for } t < \tilde{t}^{ICA} \\ B(\tilde{c}^N) - \lambda \tilde{C} & \text{for } t \geq \tilde{t}^{ICA} \end{cases}.$$  

(2.18)

Note that under the ICA, if (2.16) is satisfied so that $\tilde{t}^{ICA}$ is finite, then (2.18) implies that utility must fall discretely for the brink and all subsequent generations, due to the discrete...
reduction in global emissions implied by

\[ \bar{c}^N = \frac{\rho \bar{C}}{M} < B^{-1}(M \lambda) = \bar{c}^{ICA} \]  

(2.19)

that is required to prevent catastrophe once the world reaches the brink, where the inequality in (2.19) follows from (2.16). Hence, according to (2.18) and (2.19) and similar to the noncooperative equilibrium, in order to prevent the planet from warming further, under the ICA the brink generation and all future generations accept a reduced level of consumption. However, with \( \bar{c}^{ICA} < \bar{c}^N \) it is also clear that the brink generation suffers a less precipitous decline in welfare under the ICA than in the noncooperative equilibrium.

We may now summarize with:

**Proposition 2.** In the common-brink model the path of emissions under the ICA falls into one of two cases. If \( \bar{C} \) is above a threshold level, then (i) the brink of catastrophe is never reached, and (ii) the ICA emissions levels are below the noncooperative levels and constant through time. Otherwise, if \( \bar{C} \) is below this threshold, then (i) the brink of catastrophe will be reached, (ii) the ICA emissions levels are below the noncooperative levels and constant through time until the brink is reached, at which point the useful life of the ICA ends and emissions fall to the replacement rate dictated by the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration and remain at that level for all generations thereafter, and (iii) the path of ICA emissions implies a discrete drop in utility for the brink generation relative to the previous generation, but this drop is smaller than under the path of noncooperative emissions levels. In neither case does the ICA have a role to play in helping the world avoid climate catastrophe.

**2.4. The Social Optimum**

We next consider the emissions levels that a global social planner would choose in order to maximize world welfare, or equivalently, given our symmetry assumption, the welfare of the representative country as defined in (2.4). We will refer to the choices of the planner as the socially optimal choices.\(^{25}\)

Clearly, the planner will not allow the world to end in catastrophe and hence will not allow \( C_t \) to exceed \( \bar{C} \). Consequently, for the planner’s problem we can equate \( u_t \) with \( B(c_t) - \lambda C_t \)

\(^{25}\)Notice that in our setting the planner problem is time-consistent, so we need only write down the planner’s objective from the perspective of \( t = 0 \).
and introduce the constraint $C_t \leq \tilde{C}$. To determine the socially optimal emissions choices, we therefore write the planner’s problem as

$$\max \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t [B(c_t) - \lambda C_t]$$

s.t. $C_t = (1 - \rho)C_{t-1} + M c_t$ for all $t$

$$C_t \leq \tilde{C} \text{ for all } t; \quad c_t \geq 0 \text{ for all } t.$$

We assume that the problem is globally concave, so that we can rely on a first-order condition approach, and for simplicity we restrict attention to the case where the emissions feasibility constraint $c_t \geq 0$ is not binding.

Here we summarize the main steps of the analysis, relegating the formal proof to the Appendix. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether or not the state constraint $C_t \leq \tilde{C}$ binds for any $t$. We show that, if $\tilde{C}$ is higher than a threshold level $C^S$, the state constraint is not binding and the brink of collapse $\tilde{C}$ is never reached; we refer to this as Case 1. If $\tilde{C}$ is lower than $C^S$, on the other hand, the state constraint is binding and the brink of collapse $\tilde{C}$ is reached at some point in time; we refer to this as Case 2.

In Case 1, where $\tilde{C} \geq C^S$, we show that the optimal level of emissions $\tilde{c}^S$ is constant for all countries and all generations, and defined by $B'(\tilde{c}^S) = \frac{M \lambda}{1 - \beta (1 - \rho)}$. This solution has a simple interpretation: a country’s own marginal benefit of emissions should equal the marginal environmental cost of emissions, taking into account the costs imposed on the utility of all $M$ countries and on all future generations (discounted by the planner’s discount factor $\hat{\beta}$ and accounting for the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration $\rho$).

In this case the carbon stock increases in a concave way and converges to the steady state level $C^S$. In the Appendix we show that $C^S$ is lower than $C^N$, the steady state level of the BAU global carbon stock. Recalling our Assumption 1 that $\tilde{C} < C^N$, Case 1 therefore obtains if $\tilde{C} \in [C^S, C^N)$. The intuition for this case is that, if the catastrophe point $\tilde{C}$ is high and sufficiently close to $C^N$, then only a relatively small reduction in emissions from the BAU level would be required to keep the world from reaching the brink, and the planner will indeed deliver the required reductions.

In Case 1, the level of welfare achieved by a representative country’s generation $t$ under the socially optimal emissions choices, which we denote by $u^S_t$, is given by $u^S_t = B(\tilde{c}^S) - \lambda C^S_t$, where $\tilde{c}^S_t$ is the path of the carbon stock implied by the constant emissions level $\tilde{c}^S$. Note that, with the socially optimal emissions set at the constant level $\tilde{c}^S$, the utility of each generation declines
through time as $\tilde{C}^S_t$ rises and the climate warms. It is notable that, while $\beta$ impacts the level of $\bar{C}^S$, it does not alter the fact that the socially optimal emissions level is constant through time. Evidently, in Case 1 a higher $\beta$ induces higher welfare for later generations under the socially optimal emissions choices not by tilting the emissions profile toward later generations, but by reducing the (constant) level of emissions for all generations and thereby shifting utility toward future generations in the form of a lower steady state level of atmospheric carbon and a cooler climate.

In Case 2, where $\tilde{C} < C^S$, the socially optimal carbon stock level grows over time until it reaches the brink level $\tilde{C}$ at some point in time $\tilde{t}^S$. In this case, we show that the socially optimal emissions in a representative country, denoted $\tilde{c}^S_t$, decline over time until time $\tilde{t}^S$, at which point they hit the level $\bar{c}^N$ that keeps the carbon stock steady at the brink level $\tilde{C}$, and then remain constant at $\bar{c}^N$.

To gain some intuition for the result that in Case 2 the socially optimal emissions decline over time until they hit their steady state level, consider the special case where $\lambda = \rho = 0$. Then we can think of the problem as allocating a fixed amount of (nonnegative) emissions across all generations, so the optimal emissions maximize $\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t B(c_t)$ subject to the constraints $\sum_t c_t = \tilde{C}$ and $c_t \geq 0$. Clearly, then, whenever $c_t$ is strictly positive it must equalize the discounted marginal benefit of emissions, $\beta^t B'(c_t)$, across generations, so that $\beta^t B'(c_t)$ must be constant over time, therefore the undiscounted marginal benefit $B'(c_t)$ must increase, and hence $c_t$ must decrease over time.

In Case 2, the level of welfare achieved by a representative country’s generation $t$ under the socially optimal emissions is given by

$$u^S_t = \begin{cases} 
B(\tilde{c}^S_t) - \lambda \bar{C}^S_t & \text{for } t < \tilde{t}^S \\
B(\bar{c}^N_t) - \lambda \bar{C} & \text{for } t \geq \tilde{t}^S
\end{cases} \quad (2.20)$$

where $\tilde{C}^S_t$ is the path of the carbon stock implied by the emissions path $\tilde{c}^S_t$.

The socially optimal time path of welfare differs in interesting ways across Case 1 and Case 2. In the social optimum under Case 2, where $\tilde{C} < C^S$, the welfare achieved by each successive generation falls through time for $t < \tilde{t}^S$ – due to the warming climate implied by the rising level of atmospheric carbon as in Case 1, but in contrast to Case 1 also due to the decline in consumption implied by the falling emissions through time – until the brink generation $\tilde{t}^S$ is reached, at which point for this generation and contrary to Case 1, both global emissions and the global carbon stock are frozen in place and the decline in welfare is halted thereafter.
Also in contrast to Case 1, in Case 2 an increase in the social discount factor \( \hat{\beta} \) shifts utility to later generations both by slowing the accumulation of atmospheric carbon and keeping the planet cooler for longer and by tilting the emissions profile away from the earliest generations. Finally, note from (2.20) that, contrary to the noncooperative and ICA outcomes, when the brink of climate catastrophe is reached under the socially optimal level of emissions, the brink generation does not suffer a discrete drop in welfare relative to the previous generation.

We summarize the properties of the socially optimal emissions choices with:

**Proposition 3.** The socially optimal path of emissions in the common-brink model falls into one of two cases. If \( \tilde{C} \) is above a threshold level, the brink of catastrophe is never reached and the socially optimal emissions levels are constant through time. Otherwise, if \( \tilde{C} \) is below this threshold the socially optimal emissions levels decline through time until the brink of catastrophe is reached, and for the brink generation and all generations thereafter the emissions remain at the replacement rate dictated by the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration. In this second case where the brink is reached, the brink generation does not suffer a discrete drop in welfare relative to the previous generation.

### 2.5. Comparison of ICA and Socially Optimal Outcomes

We now compare the outcomes that are achieved under the ICA with the socially optimal outcomes that would be chosen by the planner. To this end, we begin by noting that we have \( C^S < C^{ICA} \) and hence \( C^S < C^{ICA} < C^N \). We can thus organize the comparison between the ICA and socially optimal outcomes into three ranges of \( \tilde{C} \): high \( (\tilde{C} \in [C^{ICA}, C^N]) \), intermediate \( (\tilde{C} \in [C^S, C^{ICA}]) \) and low \( (\tilde{C} < C^S) \).

Consider first the possibility that \( \tilde{C} \) falls in the high range \( \tilde{C} \in [C^{ICA}, C^N] \). In this case the world will be kept below the brink of climate catastrophe by both the ICA and the planner through the implementation of constant emissions levels \( \bar{c}^{ICA} \) and \( \bar{c}^S \) respectively that are below the BAU level \( \bar{c}^N \) and that keep the global carbon stock below \( \tilde{C} \). However, the planner dictates that the emissions choices \( \bar{c}^S \) internalize all the external effects of those choices, both international and intergenerational, while under the ICA emissions choices \( \bar{c}^{ICA} \) only the international climate externalities are internalized; and as a result we have \( \bar{c}^S < \bar{c}^{ICA} \), with \( \bar{c}^S \) dropping further below \( \bar{c}^{ICA} \) as \( \hat{\beta} \) increasing and as \( \rho \) decreases, and the steady state carbon stock delivered under the ICA is larger than the socially optimal level. The three panels of Figure 1 illustrate the time path of emissions, the global carbon stock, and the utility of a representative country.
under the ICA and socially optimal emissions as well as in the noncooperative equilibrium for \( \hat{C} \) in this range. The qualitative features of the ICA and socially optimal outcomes are similar, with the difference between the two being that the planner shifts welfare from early generations to later generations relative to the ICA by requiring lower emissions for all generations and thereby reducing the extent to which utility falls through time due to a rising global carbon stock and worsening climate.\(^{26}\)

Consider next the possibility that \( \tilde{C} \) falls in an intermediate range \( \tilde{C} \in [C^S, C^{ICA}] \). In this case the world would still be kept from the brink of climate catastrophe by the planner, but under the ICA the world will be brought to the brink. This is because with \( \tilde{C} \) in this intermediate range, the planner’s choice of emissions \( c^S \) is still low enough to keep the global carbon stock below \( \tilde{C} \), but the higher level of emissions \( c^{ICA} \) implemented during the warming phase of the ICA is no longer low enough to accomplish this. Hence, in this case the inability of the ICA to take into account directly the interests of future generations leads to a qualitative difference across the ICA and socially optimal outcomes. This is reflected in the three panels of Figure 2. As in Figure 1, here the utility of earlier generations is higher and the utility of later generations is lower under the ICA than in the social optimum, but now utility under the ICA falls precipitously for the generation alive when the brink is reached, while under the social optimum the utility of each generation evolves continuously through time. And while in this case the planner would not let utility for any generation fall to the level of utility experienced in the noncooperative equilibrium by the brink generation, under the ICA the generation alive when the brink is reached and all future generations will experience exactly that level of utility.

Finally, consider the possibility that \( \tilde{C} \) falls in the low range \( \tilde{C} < C^S \). In this case the world will be brought to the brink of climate catastrophe by both the ICA and the planner, but as noted we have \( t^N < \tilde{t}^{ICA} < \tilde{t}^S \): the ICA slows down the march to the brink relative to the noncooperative outcome, but this march is still too fast relative to the social optimum. In this case as well there are qualitative differences across the ICA and socially optimal outcomes that arise as a result of the inability of the ICA to take into account directly the interests of future generations. This is reflected in the three panels of Figure 3. In particular, here the

\(^{26}\)We have depicted the level of welfare achieved by early generations in Figure 1 as dropping under the social optimum relative to the noncooperative equilibrium, but this need not be so. If \( \hat{\beta}(1 - \rho) \) is sufficiently small, the planner will raise the level of welfare achieved by the early generations as well relative to the noncooperative equilibrium, because then the planner is essentially internalizing international but not intergenerational externalities and hence mimics the ICA outcome, which provides (weakly) higher than Nash welfare for every generation.
ICA emissions remain constant at the level $\bar{e}^{ICA}$ during the warming phase leading up to the brink and then fall precipitously to the level $\bar{e}^{N}$ for the brink generation, implying an associated precipitous drop in the welfare of the brink generation relative to the previous generation. By contrast, under the socially optimal choices the emissions $\bar{e}_t^S$ during the warming phase decline smoothly over time, and they reach the level $\bar{e}^{N}$ at the brink without a discrete drop for the brink generation in either emissions or utility.

Summarizing, we may now state:

**Proposition 4.** In the common-brink model, the ICA addresses the horizontal (international) externalities that are associated with emissions choices and that create inefficiencies in the noncooperative outcomes, but it cannot address the vertical and diagonal externalities that are associated with the intergenerational aspects of the climate problem. For this reason, the ICA slows down the growth of the carbon stock relative to the noncooperative outcome but not enough relative to the social optimum. More specifically: (i) If $\bar{C}$ is above a threshold level the ICA prevents the world from reaching the brink of catastrophe, but the steady-state carbon stock is still too large relative to the social optimum. (ii) If $\bar{C}$ lies in an intermediate range the world reaches the brink of catastrophe under the ICA but not under the social optimum. (iii) If $\bar{C}$ is below a threshold level the brink is reached both under the ICA and the social optimum, but it is reached faster under the ICA.

It is interesting to reflect more broadly on the role of an ICA. According to the common-brink model, it is not the possibility of catastrophe that generates a role for an ICA. Rather, there is a significant role for an ICA only insofar as there are significant costs of global warming before the brink of catastrophe is reached. Indeed, if $\lambda$ were zero there would be no role for an ICA according to our model. This might seem surprising, since an ICA is able to address horizontal externalities, and the possibility of catastrophe does imply extreme horizontal externalities once the world reaches the brink. But at the brink, these extreme international externalities are coupled with extreme internalized costs of increasing emissions, and this makes ICAs redundant as a means to avoid catastrophe once the catastrophe is at hand, because at that point countries have sufficient incentives to avoid catastrophe even in the noncooperative scenario.\textsuperscript{27}

\textsuperscript{27}While an ICA plays no role in the avoidance of catastrophe once the catastrophe is at hand, recall that it may improve the cross-country allocation of the costs of avoiding catastrophe, in case the countries do not focus on the efficient noncooperative equilibrium (see footnote 24).
It is also natural to wonder how the ICA affects future generations. This is not obvious \textit{a priori}, because for each generation $t$ the ICA is a contract that excludes future generations, and because we are focusing on a scenario without any intergenerational altruism. The answer is that in the common-brink model an ICA nevertheless benefits future generations. This is because the act of reducing emissions today under an ICA has two positive effects on future generations: first, it will leave the next generation with a lower global carbon stock, and hence reduce the environmental losses tomorrow; and second, it will at least to some extent slow down the march to the brink of climate catastrophe, and therefore put off the day of reckoning when emissions and hence consumption levels will need to fall precipitously to save the world.

Finally, returning to Figures 1-3, we may ask which of the three cases depicted in these figures most accurately reflects the true limitations faced by ICAs due to their inability to take into account directly the interests of future generations. According to the common-brink model, the answer to this question depends on the severity of the constraint that the catastrophic carbon level $\tilde{C}$ places on attainable steady state welfare. If one takes an agnostic view regarding the relative empirical plausibility of these three scenarios, the message from the model is that the world is more likely to reach the brink of catastrophe under the ICA than under the global social planner; or more specifically, that under the ICA the world reaches the brink of catastrophe for a larger parameter region than under the planner. This is an immediate corollary of Proposition 4, which states that, fixing all other model parameters, the interval of $\tilde{C}$ for which the world reaches the brink is wider under the ICA than under the planner.

But something more can be said if one is willing to rule out a dystopian view of the world in which the planner would find it optimal to allow the world to arrive at the brink of catastrophe and then remain on the brink thereafter, that is, the scenario described by Figure 3. This scenario can be ruled out for any given level of $\tilde{C}$ if the planner’s discount factor accounting for the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration, $\beta(1 - \rho)$, is sufficiently close to one. And while the most optimistic position on the severity of the constraint that $\tilde{C}$ places on attainable steady state welfare would point to Figure 1, recall that this scenario can only apply if the cost associated with moderate degrees of global warming, $\lambda$, is above a certain threshold; so if $\lambda$ is sufficiently small also Figure 1 can be ruled out.\footnote{More formally, the case in Figure 3 is ruled out if $1 - \beta(1 - \rho) < \frac{\lambda M}{M B(\frac{\rho C}{M})}$, and the case in Figure 1 is ruled out if $\lambda < \frac{1}{M} B'(\frac{\rho C}{M})$. Assuming $B'(0)$ is finite, and fixing $\lambda$ below the threshold $\frac{1}{M} B'(\frac{\rho C}{M})$, then if $\beta(1 - \rho)$ is close to one we are in the case of Figure 2.} When this is the case it is then only the
middle ground associated with Figure 2 that remains. And according to Figure 2, as we have noted, the implications of the inability of ICAs to take into account directly the interests of future generations are especially dire: while a global social planner would keep the world from ever arriving at the brink of climate catastrophe, an ICA will at best only postpone the arrival at the brink, and when that day arrives, the brink generation and all generations thereafter will suffer a precipitous drop in welfare. Hence we may state:

**Corollary 1.** If the cost associated with moderate degrees of global warming, \( \lambda \), is sufficiently small, and if the planner’s discount factor accounting for the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration is close enough to one, the world will reach the brink of catastrophe under the ICA but not under the social optimum.

Like the fabled boiling frog, Corollary 1 suggests that a slowly rising cost of climate change (small \( \lambda \)) may describe the scenario most likely to cause the world to “remain oblivious” during the warming phase, and thereby arrive at the brink of climate catastrophe under an ICA when a global social planner would not have allowed this to happen. The twist is that, unlike the frog in the fable, the world will not go off the brink under these conditions; but it will be consigned to life on the brink, a fate that the more forward-looking actions of the planner would have avoided.

This is also the case where our model may best capture in a highly stylized way the essence of the plight of the climate activist Greta Thunberg and her generation, and how their plight can be interpreted through the lens of our model as arising from the inability of climate agreements to internalize intergenerational externalities. In an address to world leaders at the United Nation’s Climate Action Summit in New York City on September 23 2019, Thunberg stated:

“This is all wrong. I shouldn’t be up here. I should be back in school on the other side of the ocean. Yet you all come to us young people for hope. How dare you! You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words. And yet I’m one of the lucky ones. People are suffering. People are dying. Entire ecosystems are collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass extinction, and all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth. How dare you! For more than 30 years, the science has been crystal clear. How dare you continue to look away and come here saying that you’re doing enough, when the politics and solutions needed are still nowhere in sight. ... The popular
idea of cutting our emissions in half in 10 years only gives us a 50% chance of staying below 1.5 degrees [Celsius], and the risk of setting off irreversible chain reactions beyond human control. Fifty percent may be acceptable to you [but it] is simply not acceptable to us — we who have to live with the consequences. To have a 67% chance of staying below a 1.5 degrees global temperature rise – the best odds given by the [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change] – the world had 420 gigatons of CO₂ left to emit back on Jan. 1st, 2018. Today that figure is already down to less than 350 gigatons. How dare you pretend that this can be solved with just ‘business as usual’ and some technical solutions? With today’s emissions levels, that remaining CO₂ budget will be entirely gone within less than 8 1/2 years. There will not be any solutions or plans presented in line with these figures here today, because these numbers are too uncomfortable. ... You are failing us. But the young people are starting to understand your betrayal. The eyes of all future generations are upon you. And if you choose to fail us, I say: We will never forgive you. We will not let you get away with this. Right here, right now is where we draw the line. The world is waking up. And change is coming, whether you like it or not.”

In terms of Figure 2, we might think of the sum total of climate agreements to date as putting the world somewhere between the noncooperative emissions path (if these agreements were completely ineffective) and the ICA path (if the agreements were maximally effective), and we might think of Greta and her generation as corresponding to the brink generation (marked in Figure 2 by $t^N$ in the former case and $t^{ICA}$ in the latter case). The “consequences” to which Greta refers in the quote above are then reflected in Figure 2 by the implication of the threat of a climate catastrophe experienced in her lifetime, a threat caused by the emissions of previous generations that the brink generation must now confront and that might have been avoided if previous generations had adopted socially optimal emissions policies. According to our common-brink model, the implication of this threat is that the world will indeed find an 11th hour solution which prevents the threat of climate catastrophe from materializing, much as Greta predicts. But as Figure 2 depicts, avoiding climate catastrophe at the 11th hour comes at the cost of a precipitous drop in utility for the brink generation relative to their parents, and the same low level of utility for all generations thereafter. And this solution comes about not because ICA’s will finally become more effective and deliver, but because the consequences of not finding a solution are so dire for the brink generation that the externalities that interfered with the attempts of previous generations to address the problem are no longer an impediment
3. The Fate of the Maldives

Thus far we have assumed that the level of the carbon stock that would be catastrophic, $\hat{C}$, is the same for all countries. And under this assumption, we have argued that even in a noncooperative equilibrium catastrophe will be averted, because countries will find a way to do whatever it takes to prevent mutual collapse. But what if the global carbon stock at which a catastrophe would be triggered differs from one country to the next? And what if not all (or even any) countries have the capacity to avoid collapse on their own? For example, it is often observed that small island nations such as the Maldives are especially vulnerable to the effects of climate change and may soon face an existential threat posed by rising sea levels.²⁹ If some countries face existential threats from climate change before others, new questions arise. Under what conditions will some (or even all) of the countries collapse on the noncooperative equilibrium path? Can there be domino effects, where the collapse of one country hastens the collapse of the next? If some or all countries would collapse in the noncooperative equilibrium, can ICAs help to avoid collapse? And what is the outcome that a global social planner would implement in this case?

In this section we allow countries to reach a catastrophe at different levels of the global carbon stock, so that we may answer the questions posed above. To this end we now index countries by $i$ and assume that country $i$ reaches the brink of collapse when $C$ rises to the level $\hat{C}_i$; and we order countries according to increasing $\hat{C}_i$, so that country 1 is the country with the lowest $\hat{C}_i$ and therefore the country “least resilient to climate change,” and where we assume for simplicity that the ordering is strict, i.e. no two countries have the same value of $\hat{C}_i$. To focus sharply on the implications of heterogeneous collapse points, we continue to assume that countries are symmetric with respect to all other model parameters. We will sometimes refer to this model as the “heterogeneous-brink model.”³⁰

²⁹See also Jones and King (2021), who develop a methodology for predicting a shortlist of countries that are most likely to be left standing when other countries have succumbed to climate catastrophe.

³⁰While we focus formally on heterogeneity across countries, it is worth noting that many of the same issues that we consider below will arise within countries, if there is heterogeneity in climate collapse points across different regions due to distinct geographical and/or socioeconomic features. Such regional heterogeneity raises issues for federal versus regional government emissions policy choices that are analogous to the issues we identify below for global planner/ICA versus noncooperative national emissions policy choices (see for example Lustgarten, 2020). We leave an exploration of these parallel themes to future work.
To facilitate our analysis of heterogeneous collapse points, we also assume that the cost of a country’s collapse is high but possibly finite. We have in mind that if a country were to collapse, its citizens would become climate refugees and have to relocate to other countries that have not yet collapsed.\footnote{Another potential cost would be the destruction of international trade between the collapsed country and the surviving countries, a possibility we return to briefly in the Conclusion.} Hence, when a country collapses, the population of the world remains unchanged at $M$, but the population of the collapsing country must immigrate to the remaining countries.

Even absent outright collapse, the link between climate change and refugees can already be seen for example in the recent surge of migrants at the southern U.S. border, as Russonello (2021) writes in the *New York Times*:

“The main motivators of emigration from Mexico, Central America and points south are tied to climate change, violent crime and corruption – all issues that the Biden administration knows it must confront if it stands any chance of stemming the inflow of people at the border. (…) The most immediate cause of the immigration surge may be the series of deadly hurricanes that swept through Central America last year, part of a greater trend fueled by climate change. They destroyed crops and homes, especially in Honduras, leaving an estimated nine million people displaced. They’ve had six years of ongoing droughts in these areas, they have no food, no means for employment or livelihood, and they’re eating the seeds which they would normally save for planting.”

The reduced-form modeling of the costs of a country’s collapse that we adopt below is meant to capture the costs that are incurred when a climate catastrophe makes a country uninhabitable and its citizens must seek residency elsewhere.

In particular, we suppose that there are two costs associated with a country’s collapse. A first cost is borne by the citizens of the collapsing country itself: we denote by $L$ the one-time per-capita utility cost borne by each of these citizens in the period of collapse. We will think of collapse as occurring at the end of a period, after all consumption for the period has occurred, and we will think of $L$ as high, but finite as long as there are other surviving countries to which the citizens of the collapsing country can immigrate.

The second cost of a country’s collapse is borne by the remaining countries. We assume that the collapsing country’s citizens become climate refugees and are spread equally across the
remaining countries of the world; and we assume that each climate refugee imposes a one-time utility cost $r$ on the country to which it immigrates. We do not need to assume that $r$ is positive (one can easily imagine situations where some countries may benefit from the collapse of another country), but it is arguable that in practice the consequences for other countries of a country’s collapse are likely to be negative, so we will focus on this case in what follows.

Letting $H_t$ index the most vulnerable country that has survived to time $t$, the number of surviving countries at $t$ is $M - H_t + 1$, and the population of a surviving country at $t$ is $\frac{M}{M-H_t+1}$. If country $H_t$ collapses, since the total population of the remaining countries is $M - \frac{M}{M-H_t+1} = \frac{M(M-H_t)}{M-H_t+1}$, it follows that the one-time per-capita utility cost incurred by citizens of the remaining countries as a result of country $H_t$’s collapse is

$$R_{H_t} \equiv \frac{r}{M-H_t}.$$ 

As with $L$, we assume that the refugee cost $R_{H_t}$ is incurred at the end of the period of country $H_t$’s collapse.\footnote{Since time-periods correspond to generations in our model, it seems reasonable to assume that $L$ and $R_{H_t}$ are incurred as one-time costs, but at the end of this section we also discuss briefly the case of permanent per-period costs.}

Notice that the refugee externality $R_{H_t}$ is increasing in $H_t$. This is because in our model countries that collapse later (higher $H_t$) release a greater number of climate refugees ($\frac{M}{M-H_t+1}$) on a smaller rest-of-world population ($M - \frac{M}{M-H_t+1}$). But as will become clear below, our results would be unchanged if the refugee externality were independent of $H_t$.

To preserve tractability, we assume that both $L$ and $R_{H_t}$ enter utility in an additively separable way (so that they do not impact the emissions choices of countries and instead act as simple shifters of utility). With this assumption, the utility of a citizen living in country $i$ at time $t$ is given by:

$$u_{i,t} = B(c_{i,t}) - \lambda C_t - L \cdot E_{i,t} - R_{H_t} \cdot I_{i,t}, \quad (3.1)$$

where $E_{i,t}$ is an indicator function that equals one if country $i$ collapses at time $t$, so that its population has to emigrate, and $I_{i,t}$ is an indicator function that equals one if some country other than country $i$ collapses at time $t$, so that country $i$ receives immigrants for the collapsing country. And of course, the utility function in (3.1) is defined only for the countries that have survived up to time $t$.

Recall that in the common-brink model of section 2, the population of each country remained constant over time and we normalized this population to one, so country-level and per-capita-
level variables were one and the same. But with climate refugees altering the population of surviving countries when more vulnerable countries collapse, we now specify \( u_{i,t} \) as the per-capita utility of a person living in country \( i \) in period \( t \), as (3.1) reflects.\(^{33}\) Note that we continue to interpret \( c_{i,t} \) as the per-capita emissions of country \( i \) in period \( t \), and \( B(c_{i,t}) \) as the per-capita benefit from consumption that comes from emitting at the per-capita level \( c_{i,t} \).

The carbon stock now evolves according to

\[
C_t = (1 - \rho)C_{t-1} + \sum_{i=H_t}^{M} \frac{M}{M - H_t + 1} \cdot c_{i,t} \quad \text{with} \quad C_{-1} = 0. \tag{3.2}
\]

Notice that according to (3.2) we now have \( \frac{\partial C_t}{\partial c_{i,t}} = \frac{M}{M - H_t + 1} \): the impact of a surviving country’s per-capita emissions on the carbon stock \( C_t \) grows as the number of surviving countries shrinks, because country population grows due to the absorption of climate refugees.

Finally, since there may be multiple equilibria, we assume in what follows that, if there are Pareto-rankable equilibria, countries will focus on a Pareto-undominated equilibrium.

### 3.1. Noncooperative Equilibrium

We first characterize the noncooperative emissions choices. As in the previous section, we focus on Markov perfect equilibria. In principle now we have two state variables, \( C_t \) and \( H_t \), but the latter is pinned down by the former in a straightforward way, so we can continue to regard \( C_t \) as the only state variable.

Given \( \beta = 0 \), it is easy to see that along the noncooperative path the world may pass through three possible phases: a warming phase, where warming takes place but no catastrophes occur; a catastrophe phase, where warming continues and a sequence of countries collapse; and a third phase where warming and catastrophes are brought to a halt. The first and third phases are familiar from the analysis of the previous section where a common catastrophe point across countries was assumed; the possibility of a middle phase in which some countries collapse along the noncooperative path is novel to the current setting where catastrophe points differ across countries. Notice, too, that with \( \frac{\partial C_t}{\partial c_{i,t}} = \frac{M}{M - H_t + 1} \), the BAU per-capita emissions of a surviving country now depend on \( H_t \), so we write them as \( \bar{c}_{H_t}^N \). These are implicitly defined by

\[
B'(\bar{c}_{H_t}^N) = \frac{M}{M - H_t + 1} \cdot \lambda. \tag{3.3}
\]

\(^{33}\)In writing (3.1) we have implicitly assumed that no more than one country could collapse in a given period \( t \), but it is straightforward to accommodate the possibility of multiple-country collapses in a given period at the expense of additional notation.
From (3.3), the BAU per-capita emissions is the same across all surviving countries (so we can omit the country subscript $i$) but falls as the number of surviving countries shrinks ($H_t$ rises) and the population of each surviving country rises. This simply reflects the fact that with each country collapse there are fewer remaining countries in the world; and the countries that do remain internalize a greater proportion of the global cost of their BAU emissions choices. Since the world population remains constant at $M$, the world BAU emissions level $M\bar{c}_H^N$ also falls with each country collapse.

To avoid uninteresting taxonomies we assume that, if a country is at its brink and there are other surviving countries, the former is not able to "save itself" by cutting its own emissions to zero if the latter choose their BAU emissions. In essence we are assuming that a country is not able to unilaterally stop the growth of the global carbon stock unless it is the lone surviving country, a feature that seems empirically plausible. Formally, since the BAU emissions $\bar{c}_H^N$ decline as $H_t$ increases, a sufficient condition for this assumption to hold is

$$\frac{M}{2}\bar{c}_{M-1}^N > \rho\bar{C}_{M-1},$$

(3.4)

a restriction that we will maintain throughout.\(^{34}\)

To develop some intuition for how the noncooperative path is determined in this setting, it is useful first to focus on the case where $r = 0$ so that there are no refugee externalities. In this case the equilibrium path of the noncooperative game is simple, and it provides a sharp counterpoint to the equilibrium of the noncooperative game in the common-brink model of the previous section.

After an initial warming phase during which there are no catastrophes and each country selects the BAU emissions level $\bar{c}_1^N$, the world enters a catastrophe phase when country 1 arrives at the brink of collapse. This occurs in finite time if $M\bar{c}_1^N > \rho\bar{C}_1$, which is implied by condition (3.4). Furthermore, condition (3.4) implies that country 1 is not able to offset the BAU emissions of the rest of the world and save itself – and with $r = 0$, the remaining countries have no reason to help country 1 survive – and hence country 1 will collapse. And by a similar logic, all countries except for the most resilient one ($i = M$) will collapse on the equilibrium path. The most resilient country is guaranteed to survive on the equilibrium path, because by

---

\(^{34}\)To understand condition (3.4) note that, when $H_t = M - 1$, there are only two surviving countries with population $M/2$ in each, so if country $M$ chooses its BAU per-capita emissions $\bar{c}_{M-1}^N$ and country $M - 1$ chooses zero emissions, total world emissions are $(M/2)\bar{c}_{M-1}^N$, and if this level exceeds $\rho\bar{C}_{M-1}$ then country $M - 1$ will collapse once its brink is reached. And if country $M - 1$ is not able to "save itself," neither can the more vulnerable countries ($k < M - 1$).
setting \( c = \frac{\rho C}{M} \geq 0 \) it can freeze the global carbon stock at the brink level \( \tilde{C}_M \). Note that we have implicitly assumed that \( L \) is large enough to induce country \( M \) to do whatever is necessary to avoid its own collapse.\(^{35}\)

Hence, with heterogeneous brinks and \( r = 0 \) all countries except the least vulnerable one will collapse along the equilibrium path, provided an individual country is not able to fully offset the other countries’ BAU emissions. This scenario provides an illuminating contrast to the common-brink case, where once the world reached the brink of catastrophe countries did whatever was necessary to avoid global collapse. Relative to that setting, the difference here is that each country has its own brink generation, who faces the existential climate crisis alone and up against the other countries, who do not internalize the impact of their emissions on the fate of the brink country. Notice also that even slight differences in collapse points across countries can lead to collapses along the equilibrium path: unless each country arrives at the brink in the same moment, the “we are all in this together” forces that enabled the world to avoid collapse in the noncooperative equilibrium of our common-brink model will be disrupted. As we next demonstrate, allowing for climate refugee externalities will bring back an element of these forces, albeit only partially.

To proceed, we now allow for climate refugee externalities \((r > 0)\).

The game can be solved in two steps. First, for each level of \( C_t \) we characterize the equilibrium emissions choices \( c^N_i(C_t) \) in each surviving country. And second, we derive the implied equilibrium path for \( C_t \) and hence for the set of countries that survive to each \( t \). Given the absence of intergenerational altruism \((\beta = 0)\), for each level of \( C_t \) we effectively have a one-shot game, of which we will study the Nash equilibria (or simply the “equilibria”).

Consider first what happens if no country is on the brink of catastrophe \((C_t \neq \tilde{C}_k \text{ for all } k)\). In this case, clearly each country chooses its BAU emissions \( c^N_{Hi} \) defined by (3.3).

Next consider what happens if some country \( k \) is on the brink of catastrophe \((C_t = \tilde{C}_k)\). Countries \( j \geq k \) have survived up to this point, each with a population of \( \frac{M}{M-k+1} \). Clearly, then, country \( k \) will survive if and only if \( \frac{M}{M-k+1} \sum_{j=k}^{M} c_j \leq \rho \tilde{C}_k \). We now argue that there are two possible types of equilibrium.

\(^{35}\)This assumption seems natural in the context of this model, especially given that if country \( M \) collapses its citizens have nowhere left to go, so the world effectively ends. But if lags in the effects of emissions are introduced and even if there is some degree of intergenerational altruism, it might be reasonable to consider the possibility that a country would opt to enjoy a higher standard of living now even if it meant that generations further in the future would face catastrophe. We discuss the possibility of lags in the effects of emissions in the Conclusion.
The first possibility is that all countries choose the BAU emissions level $\tilde{c}_k^N$ and country $k$ does not survive. This is always an equilibrium, because given condition (3.4), country $k$ cannot save itself if the other countries choose $\tilde{c}_k^N$. Also note that, if the other countries choose $\tilde{c}_k^N$, country $k$’s best response is to also choose $\tilde{c}_k^N$, because it gets to enjoy the benefit of its current-period emissions before it collapses, and therefore, given that collapse is inevitable, it can do no better than to choose its BAU emissions.

The second possibility is that country $k$ survives, and the countries’ emissions levels satisfy
\[ \frac{M}{M-k+1} \sum_{j=k}^{M} c_j = \rho \tilde{C}_k. \]
Intuitively, this type of equilibrium can exist only if the refugee externality is large enough, so that countries $j > k$ have an incentive to “top off” the mitigation efforts of country $k$, ensure country $k$’s survival, and avoid a climate refugee crisis. It is easy to show that equilibria with survival of country $k$ exist if and only if it is an equilibrium for country $k$ to do everything feasible to save itself by setting $c_k = 0$ and for the remaining countries ($j > k$) to top off this effort in a symmetric way.\(^{36}\) Note that, given $c_k = 0$, the maximum symmetric emissions level for each country $j > k$ that ensures survival of country $k$ is $\frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M-k}$, and since the population of each country at this stage is $\frac{M}{M-k+1}$, the corresponding per capita emissions level is $\frac{M-k+1}{M} \cdot \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M-k} \equiv c_k^{\text{save}} < \tilde{c}_k^N$. We will refer to this as the “self-help” equilibrium. This is arguably the most intuitive equilibrium among those in which country $k$ survives, because it minimizes the less vulnerable countries’ gain from deviating. In what follows, if there are equilibria where country $k$ survives, we will restrict our focus to the self-help equilibrium, but our main results do not depend on this equilibrium selection assumption.\(^{37}\)

We now write down the conditions under which the self-help equilibrium described above arises. The no-defect condition for a country $j > k$ can be written as follows:
\[ G_k \equiv \left[ B(\tilde{c}_k^N) - \lambda \left( \tilde{C}_k + \frac{M}{M-k+1} \cdot (\tilde{c}_k^N - c_k^{\text{save}}) \right) \right] - \left[ B(c_k^{\text{save}}) - \lambda \tilde{C}_k \right] \leq R_k \tag{3.5} \]
The left-hand side of (3.5) is the gross per-capita gain to a country $j > k$ were it to defect from the self-help equilibrium and cause country $k$ to collapse. The term in the first square brackets

\(^{36}\)To see this, note that (i) raising $c_k$ above zero would require reducing emissions for some country $j > k$, and this would increase the latter country’s temptation to defect; and (ii) assigning asymmetric emissions to countries $j > k$ would make it harder to sustain such an equilibrium, because it would increase the temptation to defect for the countries that have a bigger burden.

\(^{37}\)It is worth noting that the self-help equilibrium does not maximize the joint payoff of the surviving countries, since it does not equalize their marginal benefit of emissions ($B'(\cdot)$); but also note that the equilibria with survival of country $k$ (if they exist) are not Pareto-rankable, since international transfers are not used in a noncooperative equilibrium. This suggests that, if countries indeed focus on the self-help equilibrium, one of the potential roles of an ICA will be to allow countries to move to the efficient allocation of emissions through the use of transfers. We will come back to this point in the next subsection.
is the per-capita payoff to a country \( j > k \) were it to deviate to the BAU emissions level \( \bar{c}_k^N \) and cause country \( k \) to collapse, and the term in the second square brackets is the per-capita payoff to a country \( j > k \) under the self-help equilibrium emissions levels in which country \( k \) does not collapse. Note that, when defecting, country \( j \)'s emissions increase by the amount

\[
\frac{M}{M-k+1} (\bar{c}_k^N - c_k^{save}),
\]

and this causes the carbon stock to exceed \( \tilde{C}_k \) by the same amount. The right-hand side is the per-capita cost that country \( j > k \) incurs as a result of \( k \)'s collapse. Thus, as suggested by intuition, an equilibrium with survival of country \( k \) exists only if the refugee externality \( R_k \) that the collapse of country \( k \) would impose on the remaining countries is large enough.

The no-defect condition for country \( k \) can be written as:

\[
G^0_k \equiv \left[ B(\bar{c}_k^N) - \lambda \left( \tilde{C}_k + \frac{M}{M-k+1} \cdot \bar{c}_k^N \right) \right] - \left[ B(0) - \lambda \tilde{C}_k \right] \leq L \tag{3.6}
\]

The left-hand side of (3.6) is country \( k \)'s per-capita gain in defecting from the self-help equilibrium, in terms of the additional welfare it enjoys for the period up until the moment of its collapse. The term in the first square brackets is the per-capita welfare that country \( k \) would enjoy were it to deviate to the BAU emissions level \( \bar{c}_k^N \), and the term in the second square brackets is its per-capita welfare under the self-help equilibrium emissions levels. The term on the right-hand side is the per-capita cost that the collapse of country \( k \), precipitated by its own defection from the self-help equilibrium, would impose on its citizens at the end of the period.

An equilibrium with survival of country \( k \) exists if and only if both (3.6) and (3.5) are satisfied. Notice that, if this is the case, the equilibrium where country \( k \) collapses (described as the first possibility above) is Pareto-dominated.\(^{38}\) It can also be shown that there are no other possible equilibria in addition to the ones we just described. Thus, given our assumption that countries focus on Pareto-undominated equilibria, we can conclude that if country \( k \) is at the brink of catastrophe \( (C_t = \tilde{C}_k) \), this country survives in equilibrium if and only if (3.6) and

\(^{38}\)To see this, consider first country \( k \). Since (3.6) is satisfied, country \( k \) prefers to emit zero and survive rather than deviating from the self-help equilibrium, emitting \( \bar{c}_k^N \), and collapsing at the end of the period. But \( k \)'s payoff would be smaller still if all countries emitted at the level \( \bar{c}_k^N \), as would be true in the equilibrium where country \( k \) collapses, because the carbon stock would be larger under the latter scenario. So country \( k \) is better off in the self-help equilibrium than in the equilibrium where country \( k \) collapses. What about a country \( j > k \) ? The argument is similar. If the self-help equilibrium exists, then we must have (3.5), and hence country \( j \) prefers the self-help equilibrium to deviating from \( c_k^{save} \), emitting \( \bar{c}_k^N \), and having country \( k \) collapse at the end of the period. But \( j \)'s payoff would be smaller still if all countries emitted at the level \( \bar{c}_k^N \) as would be true in the equilibrium where country \( k \) collapses, because the carbon stock would be larger under the latter scenario. So country \( j > k \) is better off in the self-help equilibrium than in the equilibrium where country \( k \) collapses. The claim then follows.
Finally note that, if $C_t = \tilde{C}_M$, so that the only surviving country $j = M$ is at the brink of catastrophe, this country will restrain its emissions just enough to avoid collapse. Since at this stage the entire world population $M$ is located in this country, its per capita emissions are given by $e_M^N(\tilde{C}_M) = \frac{\rho C_M}{M}$. If the world reaches this stage, the carbon stock stops growing and will stay at the level $\tilde{C}_M$ forever thereafter.

Our next observation is that the gains from defection from the self-help equilibrium, $G_k$ and $G_0^k$, decrease with the number of countries that have collapsed in the past, and hence with $k$. Consider first $G_k$. Intuitively, as more and more countries collapse, the gain from defection $G_k$ becomes smaller, for three reasons. First, there are fewer surviving countries and hence more people in any country $j > k$ that considers defection, implying that a defection has greater (negative) consequences for the global climate. Second, there are fewer surviving countries and hence more people in the “brink country” ($k$) emitting zero carbon, and this increases $c^\text{save}_k$; and third, $\tilde{C}_k$ increases, and this also increases $c^\text{save}_k$. The fact that $c^\text{save}_k$ increases through these last two channels means that countries $j > k$ can afford to emit more while still saving country $k$, thus the sacrifice needed to save country $k$ becomes smaller. A similar argument applies to $G_0^k$, except that only two of the three effects described above are at work, since $c^\text{save}_k$ is replaced by 0.  

Since $G_k$ and $G_0^k$ are decreasing in $k$ and $R_k$ is increasing in $k$, we can say that, conditional on a given country $k$ being at the brink, this country is more likely to survive if more countries have collapsed in the past. The following lemma summarizes the key features of the equilibrium outcome conditional on country $k$ being on the brink:

**Lemma 1.** Conditional on country $k$ being on the brink ($C_t = \tilde{C}_k$): (i) If (3.5) and (3.6) are satisfied, country $k$ survives with the help of emissions reductions below BAU levels by

Formally, rewrite $G_k$ as

$$G_k = \left[ B(\tilde{e}_k^N) - \frac{\lambda}{M - k + 1} e_k^N \right] - \left[ B(c^\text{save}_k) - \frac{\lambda}{M - k + 1} c^\text{save}_k \right].$$

Note that the term in the first square brackets is maximized by $\tilde{e}_k^N$, so we can apply the envelope theorem and write:

$$\frac{dG_k}{dk} = -\lambda M \frac{d}{dc^\text{save}_k} \left( B(c^\text{save}_k) - \frac{\lambda}{M - k + 1} c^\text{save}_k \right).$$

The first term on the right-hand side of (3.7) is negative, since $\tilde{e}_k^N > c^\text{save}_k$. Turning to the second term and recalling that $c^\text{save}_k = \frac{M-k+1}{M} \rho \tilde{C}_k$, it is easy to check that $\frac{d}{dc^\text{save}_k} \left( B(c^\text{save}_k) - \frac{\lambda}{M - k + 1} c^\text{save}_k \right) > 0$. Next note that $\frac{d}{dc^\text{save}_k} (\cdot) > 0$ because $c^\text{save}_k$ is lower than $\tilde{e}_k^N$, the emissions level that maximizes $B(c) - \frac{\lambda}{M - k + 1} c$. This ensures that the second term on the right-hand side of (3.7) is negative as well. We can conclude that the derivative in (3.7) is negative, and hence $\frac{dG_k}{dk} < 0$ as claimed. A similar argument can be applied to show that also $G_0^k$ is decreasing in $k$.  
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other countries; (ii) If (3.5) or (3.6) is violated, country \( k \) collapses and the surviving countries continue to choose their BAU emissions. (iii) Country \( k \) is more likely to survive if more countries have collapsed in the past.

The above analysis raises an interesting question: Is there a “domino effect” in our model when countries collapse on the equilibrium path? At one level the answer is yes, for the simple reason that if a country at the brink is able to avert its own collapse (with the help of other countries), no more dominos will fall. In other words, a given country \( i \) can reach the brink only if all the countries that are more vulnerable than country \( i \) (that is countries 1, 2, ..., \( i - 1 \)) have already collapsed. In this sense our model exhibits a domino effect. However, as Lemma 1 and the preceding discussion highlights, conditional on a country reaching the brink the likelihood of collapse is lower if more countries have collapsed in the past, so in this sense there is also an “anti-domino effect” in our model.\(^{40}\)

Having characterized the equilibrium emissions conditional on the global carbon stock \( C_t \), it is straightforward to back out the implied equilibrium path for \( C_t \) and hence for the set of countries that survive to each \( t \). In the initial phase, all countries are present and the growth of \( C_t \) is dictated by the BAU emissions level \( \bar{c}_1^N \). Once \( C_t \) reaches the level that endangers country 1 (\( \hat{C}_1 \)), if the refugee externality that the collapse of country 1 would exert on a representative citizen of the rest of the world is not severe enough (\( R_1 < G_1 \)), then country 1 collapses at the end of the period and the rest of the world carries on with their BAU emissions level \( \bar{c}_2^N \). In a similar fashion, the growth of the carbon stock will cause the sequential collapse of further countries.

Note that our model allows for the internal cost of collapse \( L \) to be low enough that country 1 itself prefers to collapse rather than cutting emissions to zero, which would \( a \text{ fortiori} \) imply that country 1 collapses in equilibrium, but empirically it seems plausible that \( L \) is high enough that the no-defect condition for the country at the brink (3.6) is not binding. For this reason we emphasize this case in our discussion, but all of our results are valid more generally.

The condition \( R_1 < G_1 \), under which a subset of countries collapses on the noncooperative equilibrium path, is arguably quite weak. In reality, the negative externality felt by other countries if a country like the Maldives suffers an early collapse will be limited, due both to the

\(^{40}\)There are also forces outside our model that would push in the direction of an anti-domino effect, namely: (a) if part of the collapsing country’s population perishes, the total world population will fall, and this will push in the direction of lower aggregate BAU emissions; and (b) to the extent that other resources, such as land and capital, are lost when a country collapses, this will push further in the same direction.
relatively small population of climate refugees that would be released by these countries and to the fact that the associated refugee externality triggered by this early collapse will be shared across many countries.

When does the string of catastrophes end? Recall that the refugee externality $R_k$ increases as more and more countries collapse, while the gain from defecting $G_k$ decreases, thus the process will stop when either (i) $R_k$ rises above $G_k$, at which point the surviving countries become proactive and help the country at the brink avoid collapse, or (ii) country $M$ becomes the lone surviving country, in which case this country will take care of itself and stop the growth of the carbon stock. In either case, we can state the following:

**Proposition 5.** Suppose the catastrophe point $\tilde{C}_i$ differs across countries: (i) If the refugee externality imposed by the collapse of the most vulnerable country on the remaining countries is not severe enough, then a non-empty subset of countries will collapse on the noncooperative equilibrium path. This is true even if the differences between catastrophe points ($\tilde{C}_i$) across countries are small. (ii) A given country $i$ can reach the brink only if the countries that are more vulnerable (countries $1, 2, \ldots, i - 1$) all have collapsed (a basic “domino effect”). But the likelihood of country $i$ surviving conditional on having reached the brink ($C_i = \tilde{C}_i$) is higher if more countries have collapsed before it (an “anti-domino effect”).

Note the contrast with the common-brink model, where catastrophe never happens on the equilibrium noncooperative path. When asymmetries in the collapse points are introduced, the result changes dramatically, and equilibrium catastrophes become likely; moreover, the conditions under which a given country collapses on the equilibrium path are not affected by the distance between the catastrophe point of this country and those of other countries, as long as the catastrophe points are different, so the asymmetries need not be large.

It is also notable that, when collapse points are heterogeneous, it is entirely possible that some countries could continue to enjoy a reasonable level of utility once the carbon stock has stabilized while others have suffered climate collapse. Hence, the heterogeneous-brink model brings into high relief the possibly uneven impacts of climate change across those countries who, due to attributes of geography and/or socioeconomic position, are more or less fortunate.
3.2. International Climate Agreements

We next revisit the potential role for ICAs, but now in a setting where the catastrophe point differs across countries. In the case of symmetric countries analyzed in the common-brink model of the previous section there was no role for international transfers, so we abstracted from them. But in the present setting where collapse points are heterogeneous across countries, international transfers become relevant. Moreover, such transfers play a prominent role in real world discussions of approaches to address climate change (see, for example, Mattoo and Subramanian, 2013), and allowing them therefore seems important. So in the context of ICAs (and later, the social optimum) we will introduce international transfers explicitly into the model. In our formal analysis we will assume that there is no limit on the potential size of these transfers, so that we can continue to focus on the inability of the ICA to take the interests of future generations into account as the source of potential shortcomings of ICA outcomes relative to the social optimum. We will also comment, however, on how our results would be affected if the size of international transfers were limited by resource constraints.

While we allow for international transfers, we rule out intergenerational transfers. Assuming away transfers across generations seems reasonable for two reasons. First, such transfers would be relevant if different generations could strike a Coasian bargain to correct the intergenerational environmental externalities, but as we have already noted such a Coasian bargain is problematic if not impossible, since different generations may not even be present at the same time. And second, unlike international transfers, intergenerational transfers do not figure prominently in the climate debate.

Formally, we model international transfers as lump-sum transfers of an outside good that enters additively into utility and that does not contribute to emissions. We can think of each country as endowed with a fixed amount of this outside good which it can either consume itself or transfer to other countries, but we assume that the endowment is large enough that it never imposes a binding constraint on transfers for any country, so we can keep this endowment in the background. We denote by $Z_{i,t}$ the (positive or negative) per-capita transfer made by country $i$ at time $t$ in terms of the outside good. The utility of a citizen living in a (surviving) country $i$ at time $t$ can thus be written, building on (3.1), as $\hat{u}_{i,t} = u_{it} - Z_{it}$ (where we omit the fixed endowment of the outside good from the utility function to simplify notation). Note that the absence of intergenerational transfers implies $\sum_{i=1}^{M} Z_{i,t} = 0$ for all $t$.

We are now ready to analyze the equilibrium path of carbon emissions and of the carbon
stock under an ICA, and the implications for the collapse and survival of countries.

For a given generation $t$, the ICA specifies emissions levels for each of the countries that have survived to date in order to maximize world welfare and will then use international transfers to divide up the surplus across countries according to their bargaining powers. We keep international transfers mostly in the background, and focus below on determining the emissions levels that maximize world welfare.

As all countries are symmetric except for the threshold $\tilde{C}_i$, efficiency again dictates that the ICA must choose the same per-capita emissions in period $t$ for each country that has survived to that point, so as before we can omit the country subscript $i$ on ICA emissions.

Under the assumption that $\beta = 0$ and recalling that the population of country $H_t$, the most vulnerable country that has survived to time $t$, is $M - \frac{M}{M - H_t + 1} = \frac{M(M - H_t)}{M - H_t + 1}$ and using $R_{H_t} = \frac{r}{M - H_t}$, we can then write the average per-capita world welfare at time $t$ as

$$U_t = B(c_t) - \lambda c_t - \left(\frac{L + r}{M - H_t + 1}\right) \cdot I_t$$

where $I_t$ is an indicator function that equals one if country $H_t$ collapses at time $t$ and zero otherwise (and recalling our assumption that parameters are such that at most one country collapses at a given time $t$). The ICA for generation $t$ will choose $c_t$ to maximize $U_t$.

Consider first the initial warming phase, in which the carbon stock is below the catastrophe point for country 1 ($C_t < \tilde{C}_1$). In this phase the ICA selects the symmetric level of emissions that maximizes the common per-period payoff, which is given by $\tilde{c}_t^{ICA} \equiv B^{-1}(M\lambda)$, just as in the warming phase of the common-brink setting analyzed in the previous section: as before, the ICA internalizes the international climate externalities that travel through $\lambda$, and hence lowers emissions below the BAU level $\tilde{c}_1^N = B^{-1}(\lambda)$.

Recalling from our analysis of the common-brink model that $C_t^{ICA} \equiv \frac{M}{\rho} B^{-1}(M\lambda)$ is the level to which the carbon stock would eventually converge given the emissions level $\tilde{c}_t^{ICA}$, it follows that if $\tilde{C}_1 \geq C_t^{ICA}$, the carbon stock never reaches $\tilde{C}_1$ under the ICA and so country 1 is never brought to the brink of catastrophe and ICA emissions remain at the level $\tilde{c}_t^{ICA}$ forever. Moreover, recall that under condition (3.4) country 1 does reach the brink of catastrophe under the noncooperative scenario (and may or may not collapse), thus in the case $\tilde{C}_1 \geq C_t^{ICA}$ the ICA prevents any country from ever reaching the brink. On the other hand, if $\tilde{C}_1 < C_t^{ICA}$, country 1 is brought to the brink under the ICA, and we need to consider what happens next.
Suppose, then, that $\tilde{C}_1 < C^{ICA}$, and country 1 has reached the brink of catastrophe under the ICA. To avoid a taxonomy of uninteresting cases, we focus on the case in which, absent an ICA, a non-empty subset of the most vulnerable countries would collapse. That is, if country $\tilde{k}^N$ denotes the marginal surviving country in the noncooperative equilibrium, we are focusing on the case $\tilde{k}^N > 1$, which recall is guaranteed under the rather weak condition $R_1 < G_1$.

In this case, when country 1 reaches the brink of catastrophe it would collapse in the absence of an ICA, and the generation alive in the world at this moment now faces a very different international cooperation problem than the problem faced by previous generations. In particular, the world is now confronted with a stark choice: it can cooperate to save country 1 from collapse, or it can let country 1 collapse at the end of period $t$ and carry on without it.

The availability of international lump-sum transfers ensures that the ICA will make this choice so as to maximize the average per-capita world welfare from the point of view of generation $t$ as defined in (3.8). This implies that country 1 will be saved under the ICA if and only if the global loss from the collapse of country 1 exceeds the (minimum) cost to the world of cutting emissions by the sufficient amount to stop the growth of the carbon stock; or put differently, country 1 will be saved if and only if it would be willing to compensate the rest of the world for contributing to stop the growth of $C_t$.

The global average per-capita loss from the collapse of country 1 is comprised of country 1’s own loss $L$ (the per-capita utility cost borne by the citizens of country 1 times its normalized initial population of one) and the refugee externality $r$ that its collapse (and, in light of its normalized initial population, its release of one refugee) would impose on others, averaged over the world population $M$. And recalling that under our assumptions collapse occurs at the end of a period after all consumption for the period has occurred, it follows that if country 1 is allowed to collapse the ICA will nevertheless implement the country-level emissions $c^{ICA}$ for that period. On the other hand, the efficient way to save country 1 is for all countries (including country 1) to reduce per capita emissions to the level $\rho \tilde{C}_1/M$, since efficiency requires the marginal benefit from emissions to be equalized across countries.

More generally and with the above logic in mind, if a given country $k$ is at the brink of catastrophe under the ICA, it will be saved if and only if

$$\Gamma_k \equiv \left[ B(c^{ICA}) - \lambda \left( (1 - \rho) \tilde{C}_k + M c^{ICA} \right) \right] - B \left( \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M} \right) - \lambda \tilde{C}_k \leq \frac{L + r}{M - k + 1} \equiv \psi_k \quad (3.9)$$

The left-hand side of (3.9), $\Gamma_k$, is the difference in gross per-capita welfare between having all
countries continue to emit at the level $\tilde{c}^{ICA}$ and letting country $k$ collapse at the end of the period, and having all countries emit at the per capita level $\rho \tilde{C}_k / M$ and saving country $k$ from collapse. The right hand side of (3.9), $\psi_k$, is the global average per-capita refugee cost imposed on the world by the collapse of country $k$.

The marginal surviving country under the ICA, which we denote $\tilde{k}^{ICA}$, is the lowest $k$ such that condition (3.9) is satisfied. Notice that $\psi_k$ is increasing in $k$, for essentially the same reasons that the refugee externality $R_k$ is increasing: each climate refugee bears a one-time utility cost $L$ and imposes a one-time utility cost $r$ on the country to which it migrates, and countries that collapse later (higher $k$) release a greater number of climate refugees $(\frac{M}{M-k+1})$ on a smaller rest-of-world population $(M - \frac{M}{M-k+1})$. Thus the global cost imposed by the collapse of a country becomes higher as more and more countries collapse. Furthermore, it is direct to verify that $\Gamma_k$ decreases with $k$.\footnote{To see this, note that \[ \frac{d\psi_k}{dk} > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad B'\left(\frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M}\right) > M \lambda \quad \text{because} \quad \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M} < \tilde{c}^{ICA} \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{c}^{ICA} \quad \text{is defined by} \quad B'(\tilde{c}^{ICA}) = M \lambda. \] This implies $\frac{d\psi_k}{dk} < 0$.} Thus, the ICA will let the most vulnerable country collapse if and only if $\Gamma_1 > \psi_1$, and in this case, the sequence of country collapses under the ICA will stop when $\psi_k$ rises above $\Gamma_k$.

We can now turn to a key question: will the ICA save some countries that would collapse in its absence? Or will more countries collapse under the ICA than in its absence? To answer this question we need to compare the marginal surviving countries under the ICA ($\tilde{k}^{ICA}$) and under the noncooperative scenario ($\tilde{k}^N$).

Recall that $\tilde{k}^{ICA}$ is the lowest $k$ such that condition (3.9) is satisfied, while $\tilde{k}^N$ is the lowest $k$ such that the no-defect conditions (3.5) and (3.6) are both satisfied. First note that the right hand side of (3.9), $\psi_k$, which is the global average per-capita refugee cost imposed by the collapse of country $k$, is the population-weighted average of the right hand sides of (3.5) and (3.6), which are respectively the per-capita refugee costs imposed by the collapse of country $k$ on the remaining countries ($R_k$) and on country $k$ itself ($L$). On the other hand, as we show in the Appendix, the left hand side of (3.9), $\Gamma_k$, is lower than the population-weighted average of the right hand sides of (3.5) and (3.6), $G_k$ and $G^0_k$. Intuitively, under the ICA the emissions level is symmetric across countries, while under the self-help equilibrium they are asymmetric.
with the brink country $k$ choosing zero emissions, and since the gross benefit function $B(c)$ is concave, the average gain from raising emissions is higher in the latter case. This in turn implies that $\bar{k}^N$ must be weakly higher than $\bar{k}^{ICA}$, so the set of countries that survive under the ICA is weakly larger than the set of countries that survive under the noncooperative scenario.

It is important to note that the ICA has a potential role to play in saving countries from collapse for two distinct reasons. One was highlighted just above and has to do with the “gains” side of the tradeoff ($\Gamma_k$ is lower than the average of $G_k$ and $G^0_k$), and the other has to do with the refugee-cost side of the tradeoff. To see this, suppose as a thought experiment that $\Gamma_k$ were equal to population-weighted average of $G_k$ and $G^0_k$, in which case (3.9) would be a side-by-side weighted average of (3.5) and (3.6). Then it is easy to see that the set of surviving countries would still be weakly larger under the ICA than under the noncooperative scenario, and strictly larger for a whole parameter region.\footnote{We can illustrate this point with an example. Suppose there are only two countries ($M = 2$), so the population of each country is $1/2$, and country 1 is at the brink ($C_t = \bar{C}_1$). Further suppose, as mentioned in the text, that $\Gamma_1 = (G_1 + G^0_1)/2$, and recall that in this case $\psi_1 = (r + L)/2$. Then (3.5) and (3.6) reduce respectively to $G_1 \leq r$ and $G^0_1 \leq L$, while (3.9) reduces to $G_1 + G^0_1 \leq r + L$. These conditions define parameter regions in $(L, r)$ space, and it is easy to see that the region where (3.5) and (3.6) are both satisfied is a proper subset of the region where (3.9) is satisfied, as claimed in the text.} This is intuitive, since in the noncooperative scenario, if a given country causes the collapse of country $k$ by increasing its own emissions, it exerts a negative refugee externality on all other countries (and this is true also if country $k$ causes its own collapse).

Finally it is arguable that the empirically relevant case would have the internal cost of collapse $L$ large enough so that a country at the brink would always do everything feasible to avoid collapse (i.e. reduce its emissions to zero). In this case, condition (3.6) would not be binding, and hence only the refugee externality $r$ would be relevant for determining $\bar{k}^N$, while both $L$ and $r$ would still be relevant for determining $\bar{k}^{ICA}$.

The following proposition summarizes the comparison between the set of countries that survive in the noncooperative equilibrium and under the ICA.

**Proposition 6.** When the catastrophe points $\tilde{C}_i$ differ across countries: (i) A (weakly) larger subset of countries survive under the ICA than in the noncooperative scenario, but the ICA may still let some countries collapse; (ii) If the internal cost of collapse $L$ is large enough that a country at the brink is always willing to cut its emissions to zero in order to survive, only the external cost $r$ matters for the set of countries that survive in the noncooperative scenario,
whereas the combined internal and external cost of collapse \((r + L)\) matters for the set of countries that survive under the ICA.

Recall that we have assumed that countries do not face binding constraints in their ability to make transfers. This assumption, together with our assumption that ICAs do not face issues of free-riding in participation and compliance, will allow us to focus sharply on the shortcomings that ICAs face relative to the social optimum because of the inability of future generations to sit at the bargaining table, when we compare the ICA outcome with the social planner’s choices in the next subsection. But it is important to highlight that, if international transfers are limited because of resource constraints, the ICA will have a more limited ability to save countries from collapse than we have characterized here.

Specifically, it is intuitive and can be shown that if international transfers are constrained the ICA lets (weakly) more countries collapse than if international transfers are unlimited; and furthermore, that the ICA is less likely to save a given country if the country faces a more severe constraint on international transfers (because even if it would be efficient to save the country in the presence of unlimited international transfers, the ICA can orchestrate this outcome only if the country has enough resources to compensate the remaining countries and ensure that they receive at least their threat-point payoff when they cut their emissions). This would suggest that smaller countries (like the Maldives) are less likely to be able to look to an ICA to save them from climate catastrophe, because they face more severe resource constraints and hence have less ability to make the substantial transfers to the rest of the world that would be needed under an ICA to achieve this feat.

3.3. The Social Optimum

We next turn to the social optimum in the setting where the catastrophe point differs across countries. As international lump-sum transfers are available, the planner maximizes average per-capita world welfare and uses international transfers to redistribute the surplus in each period across countries according to their Pareto weights (which we can leave in the background).

Given the social discount factor \(\hat{\beta} \geq 0\), the objective of the social planner can be written as

\[
W = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \hat{\beta}^t U_t,
\]
where $U_t$ is given by (3.8). The planner’s problem can then be written as:

$$
\max \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t \left[ (B(c_t) - \lambda C_t) - \left( \frac{L + r}{M - H_t + 1} \right) \cdot I_t \right]
$$

s.t. $C_t = (1 - \rho)C_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{M} c_{i,t}$ for $t \geq 1$

$c_{i,t} \geq 0$ for all $i, t$.

Again for simplicity we restrict attention to the case where the emissions feasibility constraints $c_{i,t} \geq 0$ are not binding. Given the discontinuities in the payoff functions when the catastrophe point differs across countries, the planner’s problem is no longer amenable to a first-order approach as it was in our common-brink model, and there is no simple set of optimality conditions that we can write down. But we can establish some qualitative properties of the socially optimal solution with direct arguments.

We focus on a novel feature of the planner’s decision in the heterogeneous-brink model: How many countries does the planner save from climate catastrophe? We establish that a planner’s concern for the utility of future generations – as embodied in the social discount factor $\beta > 0$ – does not necessarily translate into saving more countries from collapse. In fact, as we next establish, it is possible that a social planner with a higher discount factor will choose a path for emissions that eventually implies a higher carbon stock and causes more countries to succumb to climate catastrophe than would the same planner with a lower discount factor. And we then consider what this implies for the comparison between the planner’s choices and the choices of an ICA regarding the number of countries that are allowed to collapse along the optimal path.

How could it be that a planner with a higher discount factor might choose to allow the carbon stock to rise further and cause more countries to succumb to climate catastrophe than would the same planner with a lower discount factor? The intuition for this surprising result turns out to be as simple as it is illuminating. A planner with a higher discount factor will certainly wish to shift utility toward future generations. The question, though, is how best to do this. Cutting emissions today and lowering the carbon stock that will be inherited by future generations has a direct effect that increases their utility, and this suggests that a planner with a higher discount factor will make emissions choices that lead to a lower carbon stock at any moment in time, and therefore emissions choices that imply (weakly) fewer countries succumbing to climate catastrophe along the optimal path, than would the same planner if it had a lower discount factor. But raising emissions today and crossing the brink of catastrophe
generates a climate refugee cost that is borne primarily (and under our assumption that this is a one-time cost, solely) by the generation alive today; and if the brink constraint is binding on the emissions choices for future generations that would have been made by the planner in the absence of the brink, then raising emissions today – and incurring today the refugee costs of crossing the brink in order to relax the constraint faced by those alive tomorrow – works indirectly to shift utility toward future generations. As we demonstrate, this indirect effect can dominate the direct effect of the higher carbon stock that would go in the other direction.

More specifically, we show in the Appendix that if for a given social discount factor $\hat{\beta}_1 > 0$ the socially optimal plan does not bring the marginal surviving country to the brink of collapse, then a small increase in the social discount factor, say to $\hat{\beta}_2 > \hat{\beta}_1$, can only reduce (or maintain) the number of countries collapsing along the optimal path. We then show that if instead at the initial discount factor $\hat{\beta}_1$ the marginal surviving country under the optimal plan reaches the brink of catastrophe, then it is possible that the higher discount factor $\hat{\beta}_2$ will lead the country to collapse along the optimal path. In the Appendix we prove:

**Proposition 7.** Suppose the catastrophe point $\tilde{C}_i$ differs across countries. If, under the social planner’s discount factor $\hat{\beta}_1$, the most vulnerable surviving country along the optimal path stays strictly below the brink, then a higher discount factor $\hat{\beta}_2 > \hat{\beta}_1$ can only lead to the same or fewer countries collapsing along the optimal path. But if under $\hat{\beta}_1$ the most vulnerable surviving country along the optimal path survives at the brink, then it is possible that the higher discount factor $\hat{\beta}_2$ will lead to additional countries collapsing along the equilibrium path.

And owing to the fact that a social planner with discount factor $\hat{\beta}_1 = 0$ would implement the ICA outcome, we can also state the following:

**Corollary 2.** As judged by a social planner with $\hat{\beta} > 0$, the number of countries that collapse under an ICA – and the long-term extent of global warming – can be either too high or too low.

Together, Proposition 7 and its Corollary confirm that, when countries face heterogeneous climate collapse points, greater concern for the welfare of future generations does not necessarily translate neatly into a reduction in the socially optimal carbon stock at every point in time and an increase in the number of countries that survive along the optimal path.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing the central role played in these findings by our assumption that the refugee costs $L$ and $r$ associated with country collapse are not permanent, but rather are borne primarily by the generation alive at the time of the country’s collapse, a feature that also played a central role in the intuition we gave for these findings at the outset of this subsection. In our formal model, we have adopted an extreme version of this assumption, namely, that these are one-time costs, but our results would survive as long as these costs are concentrated sufficiently on the current generation. On the other hand, if $L$ and $r$ were instead assumed to reflect constant refugee costs that are incurred in the period of country collapse and every period thereafter, then increasing $\beta$ would unambiguously make it (weakly) less likely that a given country $k$ collapses under the social planner’s optimal plan. The reason is that (i) the direct effect of increasing the carbon stock inherited by future generations on their utility would be the same as above; and (ii) the indirect effect would be absent, because conditional on being at the brink, if refugee costs were constant and incurred in every period into the infinite future, crossing the brink would not shift utility toward future generations. Hence, it is important for Proposition 7 and its Corollary that the refugee costs to the world that would be associated with a country’s collapse are concentrated sufficiently on the current generation.

4. Intergenerational Altruism

TBA

5. Conclusion

The world appears to be facing imminent peril from climate change, as countries are not doing enough to keep the Earth’s temperature from rising to catastrophic levels and various attempts at international cooperation have failed. Why is this problem so intractable? Can we expect an 11th-hour solution? Will some countries, or even all, succumb to climate catastrophe on the equilibrium path? In this paper we have addressed these questions through a formal model that features the possibility of climate catastrophe and emphasizes the role of the international externalities that a country’s policies exert on other countries and the intertemporal externalities that current generations exert on future generations. We have examined the interaction between these features and have explored the extent to which international agreements can mitigate the problem of climate change in their presence. Our analysis delivers novel insights
on the role that international climate agreements can be expected to play in addressing climate change, and it points to important limitations on what such agreements can achieve, even under the best of circumstances.

We have adopted many strong assumptions to carry out our analysis. For example, throughout we have ignored potentially important “domestic” problems which might also frustrate attempts to address climate change, such as the political power of the fossil fuel industry. Putting such issues aside has the advantage of producing a modeling framework that is capable of generating novel insights with maximum clarity. But it also carries the risk of abstraction from important features that should not be ignored in a more complete analysis of the issues. In this light, it seems appropriate to conclude with a discussion of a number of further extensions of our model and analysis which seem especially salient. Our purpose here is not to provide a full analytical treatment of these extensions. Rather, we keep our discussion brief, and focus only on a few key points.

**Uncertainty and/or heterogeneous beliefs**  We have abstracted from uncertainty, but of course uncertainty is an important feature of climate change and the challenge that it poses for the world. Moreover, and relatedly, beliefs about climate change are heterogeneous, with some countries and some groups within countries firmly believing that a climate catastrophe will occur if the world continues along its BAU path, while others are skeptical of such claims or even deny outright that the threat of climate catastrophes are real. How would these features affect our analysis?

To explore this question, we focus on uncertainty over the level of the catastrophic global carbon stock. In our common-brink model, a very stylized way to introduce such uncertainty is to assume that with probability $\kappa$ the critical level of the carbon stock which, if exceeded, would cause catastrophic loss, is $\tilde{C}$, and with probability $(1 - \kappa)$ this critical level is infinite. With $\tilde{C}$ satisfying Assumption 1, this would imply that with probability $\kappa$ a climate catastrophe will occur if the world continues along its BAU path and with probability $(1 - \kappa)$ there is no climate catastrophe to worry about. And similarly in our heterogeneous-brink model, we can assume that with probability $\kappa_i$ the critical level of the carbon stock for country $i$ is $\tilde{C}_i$ and with probability $(1 - \kappa_i)$ it is infinite.

With these assumptions and assuming also that all agents in the model are risk-neutral, it is straightforward to show that introducing the implied uncertainty about the location of the
critical carbon thresholds into our analysis does not change our basic findings. In the common-brink model, as long as the cost of exceeding $\bar{C}$ continues to be infinite, any strictly positive probability $\kappa$ that the critical carbon stock is $\bar{C}$ rather than infinite will ensure that countries find a way to avoid the expected infinite cost $(\kappa \times \infty + (1 - \kappa) \times \lambda = \infty)$ of exceeding $\bar{C}$ even in the noncooperative equilibrium, just as in our common-brink analysis of section 2.\footnote{If one assumes instead that the loss from exceeding the threshold $\bar{C}$ is very high but finite (say $L$), and $\bar{C}$ is a random variable with a bounded support, then the expected loss will be continuous but rising very steeply for $C$ in the support of $\bar{C}$. In this case, fixing the distribution of $\bar{C}$, as $L$ goes to infinity the expected loss function converges to the one we assumed, and we conjecture that the results would then be approximately the same as those of our common-brink model.} And similarly, in the heterogeneous-brink model, country $i$ will avoid collapse with certainty in the noncooperative equilibrium if $\kappa_i R_i$ and $\kappa_i L$ are above some thresholds and will collapse with probability $\kappa_i$ otherwise, while under the ICA and socially optimal choices country $i$ will avoid collapse with certainty if $\kappa_i \psi_i$ is above some threshold and will collapse with probability $\kappa_i$ otherwise. In this setting, our main findings of section 3 continue to hold, and in particular, the set of surviving countries under the ICA is weakly larger than under the noncooperative scenario, but may be larger or smaller than under the social optimum.

We can also consider the possibility that beliefs are heterogeneous across countries with a simple reinterpretation of the parameter $\kappa$ in our common-brink model, by assuming that $X \in \{\bar{C}, \infty\}$ is the true level of the critical carbon stock and that $\kappa$ now represents the fraction of countries that believe the critical carbon stock is $\bar{C}$, with the remaining fraction $(1 - \kappa)$ of countries believing that the critical carbon stock is infinite and hence that there is no climate catastrophe to worry about. And similarly for the heterogeneous-brink model, we can capture the possibility of heterogeneous beliefs by assuming that $X_k \in \{\bar{C}_k, \infty\}$ is the true level of the critical carbon stock for country $k$ and that $\kappa_k$ now represents the fraction of countries that believe the critical carbon stock for country $k$ is $\bar{C}_k$, with the remaining fraction $(1 - \kappa_k)$ of countries believing that the critical carbon stock for country $k$ is infinite.

Interestingly, this reinterpretation suggests that heterogeneous beliefs about the risks posed by climate change could potentially be more devastating to the world than uncertainty about the position of the critical thresholds. For example, with heterogeneous beliefs it is easy to see that there is an important new possibility in the common-brink model: if $X = \bar{C}$ so that the true level of the critical carbon stock is $\bar{C}$ and if $\kappa$ is sufficiently small so that the fraction of climate skeptics and deniers in the world is sufficiently high, then it is possible that in the
noncooperative equilibrium and contrary to our common-brink model of section 2 the world will trigger a climate catastrophe, because the climate skeptics and deniers are sufficiently prevalent in the world to preclude the possibility that the climate believers of the world could do enough on their own to avoid the catastrophe, much as can happen for the most vulnerable countries who face a climate crisis alone in our heterogeneous-brink model of section 3. A further implication is then that in the presence of heterogeneous beliefs a potential new role for ICAs could also arise in the common-brink model, namely, that through their reductions in emissions, ICAs might help keep the global carbon stock below $\bar{C}$ and thereby help the world avoid a climate catastrophe that would occur on the noncooperative equilibrium path. Similar possibilities can arise in the heterogeneous-brink model when beliefs are heterogeneous.\footnote{For example, if a sufficient fraction of the rest of the world does not believe that country $k$ has reached the brink of catastrophe at $\bar{C}_k$ when in fact country $k$ really is on the brink of collapse, then country $k$ may not be able to acquire the help from the world that it needs to avoid collapse, because too few countries believe that they would face refugee externalities from country $k$ if they don’t step up their efforts to reduce emissions and keep the global carbon stock from exceeding $\bar{C}_k$.}

Lags We have assumed that each generation incurs the warming generated by its own emissions, and that crossing the critical carbon-stock threshold will subject the generation that crosses the threshold to a climate catastrophe. If we think of a generation as representing a span of 20 to 30 years, then our analysis can accommodate lags on the order of a decade or two in the process by which a rising carbon stock leads to warming temperatures, and our findings apply without modification in the presence of such lags.

But the presence of lags in the effects of emissions may lead to a “tipping point” phenomenon, whereby if the global carbon stock crosses a certain threshold, an inevitable and irreversible process is set in motion that leads to climate catastrophe several generations into the future.\footnote{On the possibility of climate tipping points and the likely intergenerational lags associated with them, see, for example, Lenton et al (2019).} Clearly, in the absence of intergenerational altruism such a generation-spanning lag could cause a climate catastrophe to occur in the noncooperative equilibrium of the common-brink model, contrary to our findings in section 2. Still, if there is any intergenerational altruism and provided the cost of a climate catastrophe in the common-brink model is infinite, then there will be no climate catastrophe in the noncooperative equilibrium and our earlier analysis will apply in the presence of intergenerational lags of this nature, much as is true with uncertainty about the position of the critical climate stock as discussed above. And with finite costs of a climate
catastrophe, the same statement applies provided that the degree of intergenerational altruism is sufficiently high.

Introducing such lags into our heterogeneous-brink model of section 3 would have similar effects with regard to individual countries, increasing the likelihood of country-level climate catastrophes under the noncooperative scenario, the ICA and the social optimum. Still, it is not clear that there would be an impact on the relative outcomes across these three scenarios, and hence it is not clear that there would be new implications for the comparison between noncooperative, ICA and socially optimal outcomes that are our focus.

The possibility of a future technological fix  Our analysis abstracts from technological change, but it is important to consider the possibility that a technological fix to the climate problem might arrive at some point in the future. As in Besley and Dixit (2019), we consider here the possibility that a discontinuous technological “breakthrough” might occur, producing a “silver-bullet” technology that solves the climate problem once and for all.

To fix ideas, we imagine that each country takes an iid technology draw in each period, and if a draw is successful a silver-bullet technology is discovered, in which case the catastrophe threshold $\tilde{C}$ jumps to infinity forever thereafter. It is easy to see that the possibility of a silver-bullet discovery would have no impact on our findings in the common-brink model of section 2, beyond the obvious impact that if the silver-bullet technology is found then all countries would revert to BAU emissions levels thereafter. But it would have a number of interesting implications within the heterogeneous-brink model of section 3.

First, there would now be a novel benefit of slowing down the march to the brink for any country, in the sense that with more time before a country reaches the brink there is now a greater chance that the silver-bullet technology will appear and the country will be saved from the brink by a technological fix. Moreover, in the presence of intergenerational altruism, there is now a new (and negative) international externality associated with a given country’s collapse: the probability of the arrival of a technological fix at some point in the future is diminished with each country that collapses and gives up its ability to take a technology draw, making all surviving countries worse off in expectation. 46 This would make collapse along the equilibrium

46The assumption that a collapsing country gives up its technological draw might seem in tension with the assumption that its citizens/scientists are assumed to migrate to other countries when a country collapses, but the assumption could be rationalized on the grounds that R&D also involves substantial sunk capital costs that could not be transferred to other countries and would therefore be lost when a country succumbs to a climate
path less likely for the noncooperative choices and also for outcomes under the ICA and the social optimum in the heterogeneous-brink model, though again it is not clear that there would be an impact on the relative outcomes across these three scenarios.

Finally, if it were allowed that investment in technology is a choice that countries make, with increases in investment leading to a greater chance that the technology draw will result in the silver bullet, then these investments themselves would be a natural policy choice for ICAs to cover, in addition to the emissions choices that we have focused on. We leave an exploration of this possibility to future research.

**Mitigation versus adaptation** We have focused on mitigation (i.e., reduced emissions) as a response to the climate problem, but an alternative and possibly complementary response is adaptation (e.g., building sea walls). It is interesting to consider two possible interpretations of investments in adaptation within our modeling framework. One possibility is that adaptation lowers the cost that a country experiences from moderate levels of warming, related to our parameter $\lambda_i$; this could be captured by allowing each country $i$ to have its own $\lambda_i$ which it could lower at a cost. A second possibility is that adaptation raises the critical global carbon stock $\tilde{C}_i$ at which country $i$ faces a catastrophe, and again country $i$ could raise $\tilde{C}_i$ at a cost. Under the first interpretation, the possibility of adaptation could be added to either our common-brink model or our heterogeneous-brink model; to consider the second interpretation it is only the heterogeneous-brink model that is relevant.

While mitigation generates a positive externality across countries and across generations and is hence to be generally encouraged under the ICA and in the social optimum relative to the noncooperative outcome, adaptation may generate a negative externality. Under the first interpretation where adaptation reduces $\lambda_i$, the externality is unambiguously negative, because country $i$’s noncooperative choice of emissions in both the common-brink and heterogeneous-brink models will be higher when it invests in adaptation and lowers $\lambda_i$. Clearly, then, the ICA and (to a greater extent) the social planner will require that countries increase mitigation (cut back on emissions) and decrease adaptation relative to noncooperative choices. Under the second interpretation, where country $i$’s investments in adaptation raise $\tilde{C}_i$, the international externality may be positive or negative. In particular, if $\tilde{C}_i$ rises to $\tilde{C}_i + \Delta_i$ but stays below $\tilde{C}_{i+1}$, countries $i + 1$ and higher may well benefit, especially if the refugee externality $r$ is large.
intuitively, the larger is \( r \) the more aligned are countries’ interests in raising the catastrophe threshold for any one country. But if \( C_i \) rises above \( C_{i+1} \), country \( i + 1 \) may be worse off, especially if \( r \) is low (and more generally country \( j > i \) may be worse off if \( C_i \) rises above \( C_{i+j} \)). Thus the implications for the treatment of adaptation in ICAs and the social optimum relative to noncooperative levels may be different across the two interpretations.

Adaptation under the second interpretation also suggests a reason that the brink levels in the heterogeneous-brink model might be positively correlated with country wealth and income: even abstracting from natural variation across countries in the susceptibility to climate change due to geography, if richer countries are more able to invest in adaptation than poorer countries, then in the noncooperative equilibrium it is likely to be the poorer countries who are most vulnerable to the greatest costs of climate change, and the ones most likely to suffer collapse from a climate catastrophe. How ICAs and the social optimum would alter these distributional impacts of climate change from what would transpire in the noncooperative equilibrium is an important question that we leave for future research.

**Trade** We have abstracted from international trade in our formal analysis, but the links between climate issues and trade policy are central to the debate over the appropriate response to global warming (see Esty, 1994, for an early expression of these links, and see Nordhaus 2015, more recently). In our heterogeneous-brink model, we have emphasized climate refugees as an important example of the international externality that is imposed on surviving countries when a country succumbs to a climate catastrophe. And as we have shown, the externalities that a collapsing country would impose on the remaining countries plays an important role in determining – under both the noncooperative emissions choices and also the ICA and socially optimal choices – the path of emissions and whether or not countries collapse along the equilibrium path under these three scenarios.

But another potentially important externality associated with a country’s collapse is the loss of the gains from trade with the collapsing country that the remaining countries may suffer. Viewed from this lens, it is direct to see that our model implies a link between trade policy and the climate issues we study: the bigger the gains from trade, the larger will be the negative externalities imposed on surviving countries when a country collapses due to climate change, and by the logic of our model the fewer countries are likely to collapse along the equilibrium path. This suggests in turn that effective cooperation on trade issues, to the extent that such
cooperation enhances the size of the gains from trade, can by itself help to reduce the most extreme costs of climate change.

6. Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3

The Lagrangian associated with the planner’s problem is:

\[
L = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \left\{ \beta^t [B(c_t) - \lambda C_t] + \xi_t [C_t - (1 - \rho)C_{t-1} - M c_t] + \phi_t(C_t - \tilde{C}) \right\}
\]

(6.1)

where \( \xi_t \) and \( \phi_t \) are Lagrange multipliers. Differentiating (6.1) with respect to \( c_s \) yields the first-order condition

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial c_s} = \beta^s B'(c_s) - \xi_s = 0.
\]

(6.2)

And differentiating (6.1) with respect to \( C_s \) yields the first-order condition

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial C_s} = -\beta^s M \lambda + \xi_s - (1 - \rho)\xi_{s+1} + \phi_s = 0
\]

(6.3)

where we use the fact that each \( C_s \) enters two terms of (6.1), the \( t = s \) term and the \( t = s + 1 \) term. Finally, solving (6.2) for \( \xi_s \), substituting into (6.3) and converting \( s \) to \( t \), yields

\[
-M \lambda + B'(c_t) - (1 - \rho)\beta^t B'(c_{t+1}) + \beta^{-t} \phi_t = 0.
\]

(6.4)

The transversality condition is non-standard and requires some care, so we address it below.

To proceed, we will follow a guess-and-verify approach. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether or not the state constraint \( C_t \leq \tilde{C} \) binds for any \( t \).

Case 1: the brink is never reached.

We first suppose that the state constraint never binds, so we set \( \phi_t = 0 \) for all \( t \) in (6.4).

Note that \( c_t \) enters equation (6.4) only through \( B'(c_t) \), so we can let \( X_t \equiv B'(c_t) \) and treat \( X_t \) as the unknown rather than \( c_t \), keeping in mind that \( X_t \) is decreasing in \( c_t \). We can thus rewrite (6.4) as the first-order linear difference equation

\[
-M \lambda + X_t - (1 - \rho)\beta^t X_{t+1} = 0.
\]

(6.5)

The solutions to (6.5) are characterized by

\[
X_t = \frac{K}{\beta^t (1 - \rho)^t} + \frac{M \lambda}{1 - \beta (1 - \rho)}\]

(6.6)
where $K$ is an arbitrary constant. The expression in (6.6) defines a family of curves, one of which is constant (for $K = 0$), while others are increasing and convex (for $K > 0$) and still others are decreasing and concave (for $K < 0$). For future reference, we write the constant solution to (6.6) when $K = 0$ as

$$X_t = \frac{M\lambda}{1 - \beta(1 - \rho)} \equiv X. \quad (6.7)$$

We now argue that only the constant solution described by (6.7) satisfies the first-order conditions (6.2) and (6.3). To make this argument, we consider the finite-$T$ problem and take the limit of the solution as $T \to \infty$.

In the finite-$T$ problem, $X_T$ must satisfy the first-order condition $-M\lambda + X_T = 0$, which follows from (6.5). This determines the transversality condition for the finite-$T$ problem:

$$X_T = M\lambda. \quad (6.8)$$

Note that, since $M\lambda < X$, the curve in (6.6) that satisfies (6.8) must have $\frac{K}{\beta T (1-\rho)^T} < 0$ and hence $K < 0$. This establishes that in the finite-$T$ problem, the optimum path for $X_t$ is not the constant solution described by (6.7), but one of the decreasing paths.

Now consider the limit as $T \to \infty$. As $T$ increases, the curve in (6.6) that satisfies (6.8) gets closer and closer to the constant solution described by (6.7). Indeed, as $T \to \infty$ the solution converges pointwise to (6.7).

Thus our candidate solution for Case 1 is the constant solution $X_t = \bar{X}$, and using $X_t \equiv B'(c_t)$, the associated level of emissions for a representative country and for every generation, which we denote by $\tilde{c}$, is defined by $B'(\tilde{c}) = \frac{M\lambda}{1 - \beta(1 - \rho)}$, implying

$$\tilde{c} = B^{-1}\left(\frac{M\lambda}{1 - \beta(1 - \rho)}\right) \quad (6.9)$$

This is the optimum if the implied carbon stock never reaches $\tilde{C}$. It is easy to see that, if the emissions level is $\tilde{c}$ per country, the carbon stock increases in a concave way and converges to the steady state level $\frac{M}{\rho}\tilde{c} \equiv C^S$, hence the condition for $\tilde{c}$ to be the solution is

$$\tilde{C} \geq C^S \quad (6.10)$$

where note from their definitions that $C^S < C^N$ so both Assumption 1 and (6.10) will be satisfied if $\tilde{C} \in [C^S, C^N)$. 
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Finally note that the global stock of carbon, denoted $\tilde{C}_i^S$, evolves in Case 1 according to the difference equation

$$C_i^S = (1 - \rho)C_{i-1}^S + Me^S \text{ with } C_{-1}^S = 0.$$  

**Case 2: the brink is reached in finite time**

Now suppose that the critical level of the carbon stock $\tilde{C}$ is below the threshold level $C^S$ so that (6.10) is violated and instead we have

$$\tilde{C} < C^S.$$  

(6.11)

In this case our candidate Case-1 solution (6.9) does not work, and we need to proceed to the second guess where the state constraint $C_t \leq \tilde{C}$ binds from some $\tilde{t}^S$ onward.

For $t \geq \tilde{t}^S$, under this guess $C_t$ stays constant at the threshold level $\tilde{C}$, hence $c_t$ must be set at the replacement rate dictated by the natural rate of atmospheric regeneration given by

$$c_t = \frac{\rho \tilde{C}}{M} = \tilde{c}^N \text{ for } t \geq \tilde{t}^S.$$  

(6.12)

For $t < \tilde{t}^S$, the guess is that the state constraint does not bind, so $\phi_t = 0$, and hence we arrive at the same system of first-order difference equations as (6.5), which yields the family of curves (6.6). Given $\tilde{t}^S$, we pick the solution (i.e., pick $K$) by imposing the first-order condition (6.5) at $t = \tilde{t}^S$:

$$-M\lambda + X_{\tilde{t}^S} - (1 - \rho)\hat{\beta} \dot{X} = 0$$  

(6.13)

where $\dot{X} \equiv B'(\tilde{c}^N)$. Again ignoring integer constraints, this requires continuity of $X_t$, and therefore of $c_t$.\textsuperscript{47} But given (6.11) we have that $\tilde{c}^S > \frac{\rho \tilde{C}}{M} = \tilde{c}^N$. And recalling that $\tilde{c}^S$ is defined by the constant solution to (6.6) with $K = 0$ so that $X_t = \bar{X}$, this implies that the socially optimal path of $c_t$ for $t \leq \tilde{t}^S$, which we denote by $\hat{c}_t^S$, must be defined by a solution to (6.6) with $K > 0$ so that $X_t > \bar{X}$. It then follows from (6.6) together with (2.13) that $\hat{c}_t^S$ begins at $t = 0$ at a level that is strictly below $\tilde{c}^{ICA}$, is decreasing, and hits $\tilde{c}^S$ at $\tilde{t}^S$.\textsuperscript{48}

Finally, to determine $\tilde{t}^S$, we use the condition that the path of $C_t$ implied by the path of emissions $\hat{c}_t^S$, which we denote $\hat{C}_i^S$, reaches $\tilde{C}$ at $\tilde{t}^S$. The path $\hat{C}_i^S$ is the solution to the difference

\textsuperscript{47}If we take the integer constraint into account, there will (generically) be a period (say $\tilde{t}^{FB} - 1$) where $X_t$ is between $\bar{X}$ and the level defined by (6.13).

\textsuperscript{48}Depending on the functional form of $B$ (and in particular on its third derivative), the implied path of $\hat{c}_t^S$ for $t \leq \tilde{t}^S$ may be concave or convex. For example if $B$ is quadratic, the path is concave, but if $B$ is logarithmic the path is convex.
equation
\[ \hat{C}_t^S = (1 - \rho)\hat{C}_{t-1}^S + M\hat{c}_t^S \quad \text{with} \quad \hat{C}_{-1}^S = 0. \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.14)

Thus \( \bar{t}^S \) is defined using (6.14) and \( \hat{C}_{\bar{t}^S}^S = \hat{C} \). Using this condition and the analogous condition (2.14) that defines \( \bar{t}^{ICA} \) as well as the properties of \( \hat{c}_t^S \) described above, it is direct to confirm that \( \bar{t}^{ICA} < \bar{t}^S \).

We may conclude that in Case 2, the socially optimal emissions for generation \( t \) in a representative country are given by \( c_t^S = \hat{c}_t^S \) for \( t < \bar{t}^S \) and \( c_t^S = \hat{c}_t^N \) for \( t \geq \bar{t}^S \).

**Proof of Proposition 6**

Recall that the marginal surviving country under the noncooperative equilibrium is the lowest \( k \) that satisfies
\[ G_k \equiv \left[ B(\bar{c}_k^N) - \lambda \left( \bar{C}_k + \frac{M}{M-k+1} \cdot \left( \bar{c}_k^N - \frac{\rho \bar{C}_k}{M-k} \right) \right) \right] - \left[ B \left( \frac{\rho \bar{C}_k}{M-k} \right) - \lambda \bar{C}_k \right] \leq \frac{r}{M-k}, \]
\[ G_k^0 \equiv \left[ B(\bar{c}_k^N) - \lambda \left( \bar{C}_k + \frac{M}{M-k+1} \cdot \bar{c}_k^N \right) \right] - \left[ B (0) - \lambda \bar{C}_k \right] \leq L. \]

We now argue that if the above conditions are satisfied, also the following condition is satisfied, so country \( k \) will survive under the ICA:
\[ \Gamma_k \equiv \left[ B(\hat{c}^{ICA}_k) - \lambda \left( (1 - \rho)\bar{C}_k + M\hat{c}^{ICA}_k \right) \right] - \left[ B \left( \frac{\rho \hat{C}_k}{M} \right) - \lambda \hat{C}_k \right] \leq \frac{L + r}{M-k+1} \equiv \psi_k. \]

Noting that \( \psi_k \) is the population-weighted average of \( \frac{r}{M-k} \) and \( L \) (where the weights are respectively \( \frac{M-k}{M-k+1} \) and \( \frac{1}{M-k+1} \)), all we need to show is that \( \Gamma_k \) is no higher than the population-weighted average of \( G_k \) and \( G_k^0 \), that is:
\[ \Gamma_k \leq \frac{M-k}{M-k+1} G_k + \frac{1}{M-k+1} G_k^0. \]

---

One might wonder whether there is another potential candidate solution: among the paths that satisfy (6.6), is there one such that the implied carbon stock \( C_t \) approaches \( \hat{C} \) as \( t \to \infty \), and might this be the optimum? The answer is no. It is easy to show that there is only one solution of (6.6) such that the associated path of \( C_t \) converges to a strictly positive level, and that is the \( K = 0 \) solution, with the associated carbon stock converging to \( \hat{C} = \frac{M}{\rho} > \hat{C} \). For all solutions with \( K > 0 \), the path of \( X_t \) diverges to infinity, thus the path of \( c_t \) goes to zero, and hence also \( C_t \) converges to zero.
or equivalently

\[ B(c^{ICA}) - B \left( \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M} \right) - \lambda \left( M c^{ICA} - \rho \tilde{C}_k \right) \]

\[ \leq \frac{M - k}{M - k + 1} \left[ B(c^N_k) - B \left( \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M - k} \right) - \frac{\lambda M}{M - k + 1} \left( c^N_k - \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M - k} \right) \right] \]

\[ + \frac{1}{M - k + 1} \left[ B(c^N_k) - B(0) - \frac{\lambda M}{M - k + 1} c^N_k \right] \]

Letting \( \alpha \equiv \frac{M - k}{M - k + 1} \) and \( v(c) \equiv B(c) - \lambda \frac{M}{M - k + 1} c, \) and rearranging, we need to show

\[ v(c^N_k) - v(c^{ICA}) + \lambda \frac{M - k}{M - k + 1} (M c^{ICA} - \rho \tilde{C}_k) + \left[ \alpha v \left( \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M - k} \right) + (1 - \alpha) v(0) - v \left( \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_k}{M} \right) \right] \geq 0 \]

This condition is satisfied because: (i) \( v(c) \) is maximized by \( c^N_k \) (recalling that the population of each country at this stage is \( \frac{M}{M - k + 1} \)), so \( v(c^N_k) > v(c^{ICA}) \); (ii) concavity of \( v(c) \) implies that the square parenthesis is positive; and (iii) for country \( k \) to reach the brink under the ICA, it must be \( M c^{ICA} > \rho \tilde{C}_k \). The claim follows.

**Proof of Proposition 7**

Let \( \bar{k}^S \) denote the marginal surviving country under the optimal plan given discount factor \( \hat{\beta}_1 \). Suppose first that the planner’s discount factor is given by \( \hat{\beta}_1 > 0 \) and that country \( \bar{k}^S \) is not brought to the brink of collapse. This implies that under the optimal plan, the steady state level of the carbon stock remains strictly below \( \tilde{C}_{k^S} \). If \( \hat{\beta} \) is then increased from \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) to \( \hat{\beta}_2 \), the optimal carbon path will be adjusted to shift utility to future generations. But if \( \tilde{C}_{k^S} \) did not impose a binding constraint for any generation under the optimal plan with discount factor \( \hat{\beta}_1 \), then increasing the carbon stock to exceed the brink will not relax any constraint for future generations, and will instead only leave future generations with a higher inherited carbon stock, which by itself reduces their utility. So in this case, the only way to shift utility to the future when \( \hat{\beta} \) increases from \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) to \( \hat{\beta}_2 \) is to reduce the carbon stock from the initial level, and that ensures that a higher discount factor \( \hat{\beta}_2 > \hat{\beta}_1 \) can only lead to the same or fewer countries collapsing along the optimal path.

Now suppose that the optimal plan under the discount factor \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) brings the marginal surviving country \( \bar{k}^S \) to the brink of collapse, implying that under the optimal plan the steady state level of the carbon stock reaches \( \tilde{C}_{k^S} \) and remains there forever. We wish to show that it
is possible in this case that the higher discount factor $\hat{\beta}_2$ will lead country $k^S$ to collapse along the optimal path.

To see that this is possible, note first that for a planner with discount factor $\hat{\beta}_1$, the payoff (expressed in per-capita terms) from remaining at the brink $\tilde{C}_{k^S}$ forever is

$$\frac{1}{1 - \hat{\beta}_1} \left[ B \left( \frac{\rho \tilde{C}_{k^S}}{M - k^S + 1} \right) - \lambda \tilde{C}_{k^S} \right],$$

while the payoff (expressed in per-capita terms) from going over the brink today is

$$B(\tilde{c}_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1) - \frac{L + r}{M - k^S + 1} + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1, \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1)),$$

where $\tilde{c}_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1)$ is the optimal emissions level conditional on going over the brink $\tilde{C}_{k^S}$ for the period where the brink is exceeded (i.e., today), $\tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1) \equiv (1 - \rho) \tilde{C}_{k^S} + M \tilde{c}_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1)$ is the level of the carbon stock at the beginning of the next period implied by $\tilde{c}_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1)$, and $V_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1, \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1))$ is the value function (expressed in per-capita terms) beginning in the period after the the brink $\tilde{C}_{k^S}$ is exceeded (i.e., beginning tomorrow) when the initial carbon stock is $\tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1)$.

To demonstrate this possibility result, it is convenient to suppose that the values of $L$ and $r$ are such that under the optimal plan for $\hat{\beta}_1$, the planner is indifferent between remaining at the brink $\tilde{C}_{k^S}$ and exceeding the brink. Using (6.15) and (6.16) we then have with this choice of $L$ and $r$ the initial indifference condition

$$B(\tilde{c}_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1) + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1, \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1)) = \frac{L + r}{M - k^S + 1}.$$

With $L$ and $r$ fixed at their initial levels, the right-hand side of (6.17) is independent of $\hat{\beta}$, so we want to show that the left-hand side of (6.17) can be increasing in $\hat{\beta}$. The derivative of the left-hand side of (6.17) with respect to $\hat{\beta}$ can be written as

$$\frac{1}{1 - \hat{\beta}} \left( \frac{L + r}{M - k^S + 1} + \frac{d}{d\hat{\beta}} \left( (1 - \hat{\beta}) \left[ B(\tilde{c}_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1) + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S}(\hat{\beta}_1, \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+(\hat{\beta}_1)) \right] \right) \right),$$

where we have used the initial indifference condition (6.17). If we can show that the expression in (6.18) can be strictly positive, then we will have shown that a small increase in $\hat{\beta}$ starting from $\hat{\beta}_1$ can lead to a strict preference for exceeding the brink $\tilde{C}_{k^S}$, causing country $k^S$ to collapse and increasing the number of countries that succumb to a catastrophe along the optimal path.
The expression in (6.18) is strictly positive if and only if
\[
\frac{L + r}{M - k^S + 1} > -\frac{d}{d\beta} \left( (1 - \hat{\beta}) \left[ B(\bar{c}_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1) + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1, \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1)) \right] \right). \tag{6.19}
\]

The left-hand side of (6.19) is strictly positive. Hence, if we can find model parameters such that the right-hand side is equal to zero, we will have established the possibility result. But this is straightforward. Suppose, for example, that \(\lambda = 0\) and that \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) is sufficiently high so that \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) will never bind along the optimal path, even if \(\bar{C}_{k^S}\) were exceeded. Then conditional on exceeding \(\bar{C}_{k^S}\), the utility of each subsequent generation would be a constant \(\bar{V}\) (because consumption would be a constant, and the rising carbon stock would cause no disutility when \(\lambda = 0\) and \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) is sufficiently high so that \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) never binds), and hence

\[
B(\bar{c}_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1) + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1, \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1)) = \frac{1}{1 - \hat{\beta}_1} \bar{V},
\]

implying

\[
\frac{d}{d\beta} \left( (1 - \hat{\beta}) \left[ B(\bar{c}_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1) + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1, \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1)) \right] \right) = \frac{d\bar{V}}{d\beta} = 0.
\]

Hence, if \(\lambda = 0\) and \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) is sufficiently high so that \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) will never bind, and if under the discount factor \(\hat{\beta}_1\) the most vulnerable surviving country along the optimal path survives (under conditions of indifference ensured by the choice of \(L\) and \(r\)) at the brink, then a slightly higher discount factor \(\hat{\beta}_2\) will lead to additional countries collapsing along the optimal path.

Finally we note that there are other parameterizations of the model that could also generate this possibility. Suppose, for example, that \(\lambda\) is strictly positive but that the brink point for country \(\bar{k}^S + 1\) is close to \(\bar{C}_{k^S}\), and in particular suppose that model parameters are such that \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1} = \tilde{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1)\) and that the brink at \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) would not be exceeded along the optimal path. Then, with \(\tilde{C}_{k^S+1}\) reached at the end of the period in which \(\bar{C}_{k^S}\) is exceeded, the utility of each subsequent generation would be a constant \(\bar{V}\) (now this will be so because emissions will be held constant at the level that holds the carbon stock at the level \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\), and with the carbon stock fixed, \(\lambda\) need not be equal to zero for this result); and if \(\bar{C}_{k^S+1}\) is itself close enough to \(\bar{C}_{k^S}\) then \(\left[ B(\bar{c}_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1)) - \lambda \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1) + \hat{\beta}_1 V_{k^S} (\hat{\beta}_1, \bar{C}_{k^S}^+ (\hat{\beta}_1)) \right]\) can be brought arbitrarily close to \(\frac{1}{1 - \hat{\beta}_1} \bar{V}\), ensuring that (6.19) can be made to hold.
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